Lock-Deck® moves into a townhouse beautifully.

The stunning, natural-wood effect of Potlatch Inland Red Cedar Lock-Deck in these Florida townhouses is not only beautiful but also makes good structural sense.

Because Lock-Deck is three or more kiln-dried boards laminated under heat and pressure to produce a structurally superior and stable decking that's unmatched by single piece solid decking.

And the interesting tones of Inland Red Cedar bring warmth and durable luxury to these townhouses. Plus a versatility that enabled the architect to specify Lock-Deck for the ceilings, sub-floors, stair rails and treads. In fact, Lock-Deck fits handsomely into a variety of structures.

Lock-Deck's rich look of quality can nail down quicker sales and higher profits for developers. It means ease of erection and low waste factors for contractors. And Lock-Deck naturally provides distinctive wood effects for architects.

So next time you design with wood, consider the Potlatch Lock-Deck System. It includes five wood species, four grades and a variety of surfaces—smooth, wire brushed or saw-textured. Available natural, or pre-stained in one of twenty-one shades of acrylic-polymer.

For more information and the name of your nearest Lock-Deck representative, call (509) 455-4260. Lock-Deck details can also be found in your Sweet's Catalog.
SOME PEOPLE ARE MAKING ENERGY CONSERVATION CLAIMS YOU CAN SEE RIGHT THROUGH.

When it comes to saving energy, insulated brick walls are hard to beat. It's why most glass ads don't mention brick in their energy conservation comparisons.

It's true that the new "reflective" glass is better than the old glass. But the question is: What's the best wall system for saving energy? You can't answer that question by comparing glass to glass. So let's compare glass walls to brick walls. Their best vs. our best.

Since you can't insulate glass walls without destroying their primary function, we won't. And since we've always recommended that brick walls be insulated, we will.

The best of the brick wall line-up is the 10-inch insulated brick-and-brick cavity wall with a U value of .058. That's about six times better than the best, double-glazed reflective glass in reducing heat loss. And the brick wall is about 30 times better in reducing solar heat gain — and costs less to build and maintain.

That's the kind of comparison that's meaningful.

BRICK INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
1750 Old Meadow Rd., McLean, Va. 22101

Circle 2 on information card
An elegant store should look elegant. Even when it's closed.

With a Cookson rolling grille, you can give a store good nighttime security without making it look like a freight elevator.

But don't get the wrong idea. Just because it's attractive, doesn't mean our grille is flimsy. Quite the contrary.

Once the grille is closed, it locks automatically and can't be forced open. Thanks to our new, exclusive locking device, which can't be reached or seen by a would-be vandal.

In fact, lots of Cookson strong points can't be seen. Like special bar-end caps that prevent jamming. Inserts that eliminate metal-to-metal contact. The easily adjustable counterbalance mechanism for smoother operation. Little things that add up to make a Cookson grille a lot better.

Cookson rolling grilles can be steel, aluminum or stainless steel. Vertical or side-coiling. With push-up chain, crank or motor operation.

And they're available in a range of patterns, colors and finishes. All of which make them very attractive rolling grilles.

Just the thing to keep an elegant store elegant. All night long.

For full information on our rolling grilles, doors and counter doors, write for our 1975 catalog to:

The Cookson Company,
700 Pennsylvania Avenue, San Francisco, California 94107.

Cookson Rolling Doors
Best way to close an opening.
Graphics in the Environment—Andrea O. Dean

They are becoming evermore inventive, exploding in size, moving into the third dimension and often discarding words and symbols altogether in favor of pictorial design.

A New Mural Movement Brings Indigenous Art to the Streets—Robert Sommer

Psychologist Robert Sommer examines wall art as a vital new part of ghetto and barrio community life.

Signage: Fitting Letter Forms to Building Form—Andy Leon Harney

Properly used, lettering can reinforce a building’s character and enhance its design.


Through effective design, the environment can be made self-explanatory and self-revealing.

Energy Standards: Design Stimulus or Straightjacket?—Beth Dunlop

The means for achieving energy conservation remains a highly divisive question at both the state and federal levels.

Six Architectural Markets That Show Growth Potential—Weld Ccoe

Assistance for architectural firms seeking to successfully “ride the waves of the marketplace.”
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The Eames ability to achieve a unique seating solution which, viewed singly or one hundred at a time, continues to be unique is truly demonstrated in the Pedestal Chair Group.

The combination of the well-known Eames shells coupled with a variety of bases gives this group the versatility to adapt to a wide range of seating needs. Light and graceful yet functionally practical.

Today, thousands of the Eames Pedestal Chairs have been made, each with the same exacting standard of quality as the original. But our story doesn't stop here.

Besides the versatile Pedestal Chair group, we're also producing many other Eames chairs for other requirements. From office to airport to institution.

Each Eames chair is still produced one at a time to be one of a kind.

For more information on the Pedestal Chair group contact your local Herman Miller dealer or write or call the Herman Miller Sales Aids Center, Zeeland, Michigan 49464, 616 772 9585.

herman miller
the haller program is inherently flexible, inherently mobile.

Haller flexibility permits design specification from a wide range of planning choices, relating to both functional and aesthetic criteria. Selection of components from numerous options that work within a predetermined modular framework are then factory assembled and shipped completely set up to the job site.

Haller mobility permits smoother, faster, more purposeful paper flow. Mobile pedestals and roll carts facilitate movement of vast quantities of paper with fewer chances of loss, confusion and error.

For more information contact your Herman Miller dealer, or write or phone the Herman Miller Sales Aid Center, (616) 772-9565, Zeeland, Michigan 49464.
GSA Inaugurates New Procedure, and Two New Forms, for A/E Procurement

"It is said that the hardest thing to change in Washington, D.C., is a government form," said the General Services Administration in a statement which outlined in Washington, D.C., is a government form," said the General Services Administration in a statement which outlined in Washington. It's taken more than two years to work out the new forms, but at last they are available for distribution. Architects should request the forms from their local or regional federal offices.

The old 251, in use since 1961, "has come to be as well-known among architects and engineers as the 1040 and 1040A are known to taxpayers," said GSA. But in spite of its longevity, 251 had come under fire from both contractors and government agencies. And with the enactment of Public Law 92-582 in 1972, which prescribes policies and procedures for the selection of A/E's for government work, revisions of 251 were in order.

As reported in the November 1974 AIA JOURNAL, an ad hoc committee of representatives from federal agencies and professional design societies—on which AIA was represented—was formed in 1973 to review 251. The ad hoc committee determined that 251 lacked project-oriented information; failed to reflect adequately the capabilities of related professionals; called for superfluous and irrelevant information; lacked flexibility to cover a firm's diversity; was not readily adaptive to computer retrieval, and did not result in uniform submissions.

It was decided that two forms were required: 254, "Architect-Engineer and Related Services Questionnaire," to give general information about a firm, and 255, "Architect-Engineer and Related Services Questionnaire for Specific Project," to give detailed data regarding the firm's ability to perform a particular piece of work. Forms were prepared subsequently for circulation and comment by federal agencies, and a controlled test of 100 design firms was conducted for GSA by the Committee on Federal Procurement of A/E Services, of which AIA is a member. The AIA federal agency committee reviewed the results of this test and submitted its recommendations, which became the Institute's official input. These suggestions were incorporated into the development of final forms.

Bruce Schafer, who heads AIA's federal agency liaison office in the department of government affairs and who was one of AIA's representatives in the development of the new forms, says that 254 and 255 "provide a more specific and clearer approach to A/E procurement. SF 254, to be updated on an annual basis, will better reflect changes in a firm's personnel and qualifications. Also, the new forms will benefit not only multidiscipline firms, but also new, small and/or minority firms."

Form 254 "may be used as a basis for selecting firms for discussions, or for screening firms preliminary to inviting submission of information," GSA explains. It provides the A/E with easy-to-follow instructions for filing. It calls for data about the firm's makeup as to personnel by discipline, size and capabilities. It requests information about professional services fees received, the firm's project experience over the past five years and examples of specific projects that the firm has executed.

For answers to questions pertaining to the firm's experience and projects, so-called "experience profile code numbers" have evolved for 117 different types of services and projects. Considerable effort was expended on the development of these code numbers to make them cover a broad range of professional services. The code numbers range from acoustics and noise abatement to zoning and land use. Although nearly every conceivable building type is coded, as well as such things as environmental impact statements and value analysis, there is space for five additional categories to be written in. No more than 30 code numbers may be selected, however, to accurately reflect a firm's demonstrated abilities and experience. There also is space for listing 30 project examples.

In order for new firms to have equal consideration, questions on the form which concern personnel or experience "may be answered by citing experience and capabilities of individuals in the firm based on performance and responsibility while in the employ of others."

Although 254 is to be filed and updated annually, 255 is to be filled out and submitted only upon request by a government agency or by a formal public announcement in regard to a specific project. More proposed projects will be announced under Section R of the Commerce Business Daily.

Both a new form and a new procedure 255 does not substitute, however, for "discussions with no less than three firms on PL 92-582 requires. It does allow for initial screening of respondents. Its submission, says GSA, "will assure a firm that it will be considered on the basis of data pertinent to the project in question. The form "will discourage the 'shotgun approach' " that was used heretofore when A/E's submitted a 251 "for virtual every job within a certain geographical area."

There is some necessary repetition of information provided on 254, but 255 also elicits data relevant to a specific project such as: specific areas of responsibility for joint ventures; names, addresses, and specialties of outside key consultant associates; qualifications and experience of key persons, specialists and consultants anticipated for the project; projects whose firm or joint venture members have done that illustrate current qualifications relevant to the project, and information about all work by firms or joint ventures currently being performed directly for federal agencies. There is also space to provide any additional information or description of resources that support a firm's qualifications for the proposed project.

Schafer says that the new forms will result in more uniform submissions by firms than heretofore and that firms...
WHAT THEY'RE DRAGGING AROUND TELLS US WHAT CARPET SHOULD BE LAYING AROUND.

Magee's innovation Gran' Guard, beauty of a cut pile and wear of a hard surface loop pile. Handles areas ordinary carpeting can't. Made with Acrilan 2000+, takes most elements wet or dry. For a beauty that can take what they're dragging around, write for samples: Gran' Guard/The Magee Carpet Co./919 Third Ave., N.Y.C., N.Y. 10022.
A biological research tower, a building for which there is no historical precedent, is given human scale and historic reference by brick.

Concrete masonry units enclosing apartments provide protective firmness and the detail interest of hand-layed units.

Two expressions of the beauty and flexibility of masonry by Ulrich Franzen, FAIA.

Research Tower, College of Veterinary Medicine, State Colleges, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. Architect: Ulrich Franzen & Associates
William Street Apartments, Wesleyan University Middletown, Conn. Architect: Ulrich Franzen & Associates
Photographs: David Franzen
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will be better able to indicate those services for which they are best qualified.
Because SF 255 is keyed to specific projects, it "will be closely examined by
federal officials," GSA says. "From
this standpoint, new, small or highly
specialized architects, engineers and
other professional service firms will be
afforded greater opportunity to be con-
sidered for federal work."

Growth Controls Upheld
By Appellate Court

The U.S. Court of Appeals in San Fran-
cisco reversed a decision of the U.S. Dis-
trict Court declaring that a no-growth or-
dinance enacted by the town of Petaluma,
Calif., did not violate the U.S. Constitu-
tion.

Petaluma, which is about 40 miles north
of San Francisco, enacted a growth con-
trol plan in 1972, limiting new housing to
500 units a year. Local builders brought a
suit against the town, challenging that the
ordinance violated the constitutional guar-
antee of "right to travel" because it pre-
vented people from moving into the com-
community. In April of this year, the U.S.
District Court agreed with the argument
and declared the Petaluma ordinance
unconstitutional.

The home building industry in the suit
against Petaluma was supported by the
National Association of Home Builders.
Duane Searles, NAHB associate legisla-
tive counsel, is quoted in the
Journal-Scope
for Aug. 18 as saying that the
"new ruling is being closely studied to
determine what further action will be
taken."

Wright Home Acquired
By National Trust

The original home and studio of Frank
Lloyd Wright, built in Oak Park, Ill., in
1889, has been purchased by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, assisted
by the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and
Studio Foundation. NTHP paid $190,000
for the property through the use of grant-
in-aid funds provided by the National
Park Service. The property has been
leased for a renewable term of 40 years
at $10 per year to the Foundation, which
contributed $98,000 toward the purchase
price and related costs. The Foundation
will be responsible for maintenance and
administration of the home and studio and
for its restoration, which may cost as
much as $500,000.

"This purchase lease-back is the first of
its kind for the Trust, and through the
cooperative agreement with the Founda-
tion, virtually assures the preservation and
restoration of this important early site of
Wright's work and experimentation," says
James Biddle, president of NTHP.
The home and studio were offered for
sale in 1972; pending the development of
a permanent preservation plan, the prop-
erty was bought in mid-1974 by the Oak
Park Development Corp., with financing
support by local banks.

Restoration of the home and studio will
present problems because Wright remod-
elled the interior on the average of every
18 months, testing his new design ideas.
His son, Lloyd Wright, has been retained
to assist in research and restoration plans.
The house is currently open to the public
as a museum and center for the study of
Prairie School architecture.

Student Competition
For Rural Settlement

An international competition which is
open to any architectural student at any
of the 750 schools of architecture recog-
nized by the International Union of Ar-
chitects has been organized by the Rideau
Institute, Montreal. The competition is in
anticipation of "Habitat '76," the United
Nations conference on human settlements
to be held in Vancouver, in June 1976.

The program calls for the design of a
model settlement for 10 families in a semi-
rural area of eastern Ontario. Among the
objectives are the development of an
"ecologically satisfactory habitat having
social, economic and recreational benefits
for a group of families desiring to com-
bine work opportunities in a nearby in-
dustrial town with the production of food
in harmony with nature" and the demon-
stration of settlement techniques that will
result in minimal environmental damage.

Ten projects will be selected for exhibi-
tion at the conference. The winners (or
the designated representative of teams)
will be invited to attend the conference as
guests of the sponsor. Prizes will include
air fare to Vancouver and $50 per diem.

The competition will be conducted in
two stages. In the first stage, schools of
architecture are invited to conduct a pre-
liminary competition to select a scheme
to be submitted as representative of the
school. The name and address of the stu-
dent selected to participate must be coun-
tersigned by the dean of the school and

Schemes selected by the schools must be
submitted by Mar. 15.

In the second stage of the competition,
an international jury of seven persons,
four of whom will be architects, will meet
in Montreal in April to decide upon the
10 winning schemes.

Programs and other information may be
obtained from: John Bland, Professional
Adviser, EPROM '76, School of Architec-
ture, McGill University, P.O. Box 6070,
Station A, Montreal, Canada H3C 3G1.

Grants Offered
For Neighborhoods

In an effort to promote the conserva-
tion of older neighborhoods, the National En-
dowment for the Arts has initiated a grant
program for fiscal year 1976 which will
fund the development of design studies,
zoning revisions, economic incentives an
other endeavors aimed at regenerating
older neighborhoods. Nancy Hanks, chai-
man of NEA, says that the grants "con-
stitute only one part of a larger neigh-
bhood conservation effort under the direc-
tion of the architecture + environmental
arts program."

In the selection of grant recipients,
priority will be placed upon action-
oriented projects which "stress the sym-
pathetic reuse of existing buildings as
catalysts for community revitalization."
The program is limited to local govern-
mental entities and nonprofit, tax-exempt
organizations which possess "broad com-
  munity support and demonstrated capa-
ability for implementation."

Applications must be postmarked no
later than Nov. 3. Additional information
may be obtained from Miss Merrill Wade,
Program, National Endowment for the Arts,
Washington, D.C. 20506; (202) 634-4276.

Mobile Home Awards

First prize of $7,500 in the 1975 Reynol-
Metals Co. mobile home design awards
program was won by Carolyn and Ronal-
Nuetzel, a husband/wife design team
from St. Louis. The winning design, se-
lected from more than 400 entries, is for
a two-section double-wide mobile home con-
ected by a wooden deck that provides a
courtyard.

Gerald Roberts of Skokie, Ill., was
winner of the second prize of $5,000;
third prize of $2,500 was won by Frank
W. Bellows, AIA, of Berkeley, Calif.
Bellows' design is for a mobile home with
two distinct "zones," with living areas
projected into landscaped surroundings.
Special merit awards of $1,000 each went
to Michael Mate of Denver and to Norma
W. Faldmo Jr., of Provo, Utah.

The judges were mobile home experts
or persons professionally involved in the
housing industry.

Regional Housing Labs
Scheduled by AIA

AIA has scheduled a series of regional
workshop conferences to help architects
explore job opportunities in housing de-
velopment, specifically those offered by
state housing finance agencies. The intent
of the workshops is to assist architects in
continued on page 14.
Someday all swimming pools will offer these advantages.

This is the pool system that gives you all the comforts of an outdoor Summer pool and an indoor Winter pool. In warm weather over two thirds of the side walls and approximately 50% of the roof can open to the sun. Come cold or inclement weather they close snug, and our exclusive Pad-Air system controls interior heat and humidity.

This same integral action is designed into all components of the Paddock System. It begins with our IFRS system of pipeless water recirculation and our surge wall pool. It continues through a complete line of filters and deck accessories to our energy absorbing enclosure. This allows you to place single responsibility for your project with one company . . . a company that has set the standard of leadership in the swimming pool industry since 1920.

For pool renovation or new pool projects (including the new educational/municipal facilities), the Paddock System gives you year 'round swimming within a reasonable budget.

For further information and current installations write Paddock Industries, Inc., P.O.Box 511, Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730.
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD CHOSE LOF VARI-TRAN® TO HELP SAVE ENERGY.

In a business where operating costs can affect the price of medical care, efficient use of energy is a primary concern for Blue Cross and Blue Shield building design.

That's why reflective glass with LOF Vari-Tran® coating was used to glaze these buildings. Located in different parts of the country, and subject to a wide range of climate conditions, all three buildings enjoy the energy saving properties of Vari-Tran coated glass.

The North Carolina service center of Blue Cross and Blue Shield (upper left) and the Maryland Blue Cross Building (near left) were glazed with Vari-Tran in Thermopane® insulating units. It was chosen for its ability to reduce heat loss during the winter and control solar heat gain during the summer. The energy requirements of the Seattle building were met by monolithic Vari-Tran.

But the beauty of Vari-Tran goes beyond energy savings. It's a dynamic glass. Adding an ever-changing look to a building as it takes on the mood of the sky it reflects.

What's good for Blue Cross and Blue Shield may be good for a building you have in the works. Contact one of our highly qualified architectural representatives. He'll be glad to help you save energy dollars with our high performance glass. Or write Dan Hall, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43695.
understanding the programs and functions of state housing finance agencies; to show how such programs are related to Section 8 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, and to give participants a chance to meet and discuss mutual problems with housing agency representatives.

Called Housing Lab '75: Part II, the conferences will be held in Boston on Oct. 28-29; in Washington, D.C., on Nov. 5-6; in Chicago on Nov. 17-18, and in Denver on Nov. 24-25. The “Part II” of the conference title makes reference to the fact that an AIA housing finance conference was held last spring.

For more information, contact Dennis Beese, AIA headquarters; (202) 785-7361.

Illinois Team Wins Energy Competition

Grand prize winner of the intercollegiate energy resource alternatives competition, held in Albuquerque, N.M., recently, was a team of students from the Illinois Institute of Technology. The competition, which challenged 38 student teams from 31 universities in the U.S., Canada and England to design and build a total energy package from sources other than petroleum, was sponsored by SCORE (Student Competitions on Relevant Engineering). The five-day event took place at Sandia Laboratories, a government energy research facility with the capability to test full-sized projects under varying conditions.

The winning team built a flat plate collector system to supply home heating and hot water. The collectors were constructed from aluminum plate ceiling panels. Two transparent layers on top of each collector trapped the solar energy. Lower covers were made of low-cost plastic film and second layers were either double-strength plate glass or the same plastic film.

SCORE reports that results of a site test proved the overall efficiency of the winning concept: 76,000 Btu’s were delivered in nine hours and 40 gallons of 140 to 150°F domestic hot water were supplied.

Second place was won by a University of California at Berkeley team whose solar flat plate collectors used clear fluorescent tubing instead of plate glass covers. This team went to a team from Wichita State University; flat plate collectors delivered space heat and hot water, weathering gale force winds and driving rain. Fourth place was won by a team from Concordia University for a solar hot water heating system that adapts to various geographic locations.

Van Alen Award

Alain Rodriguez, a student at the Ecole d’Architecture, Bordeaux, France, is to be winner of the William Van Alen memorial award given annually by the National Institute of Architectural Education to a student under 35 years of age who is attending an architectural or engineering school. Second place was won by another Frenchman: Pierre Chatauret of the Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris.

This year’s program, which drew an “unprecedented” response, was written by Giorgio Cavaglieri, FAIA, for the design of a hotel/study facility in the ruins of the 15th-century Inca city of Machu Picchu in Peru.

Winner of another NIAE awards program is Michael Manfredi of the University of Notre Dame, who was awarded first place in the Lloyd Warren fellowship competition. Second place winner is Le Schwerin of the University of Illinois. The subject of the 1975 competition was the design of a major zoo in a large city.

Conference Scheduled On Barrier-Free Design

A special program, designed with architects in mind, is scheduled during the 1975 annual convention of the National East Coast Society for Crippled Children and Adults, to be held in Louisville, Ky., on Nov. 4-8. On Friday, Nov. 7, designers will have the opportunity to participate in the development process of some important projects now being funded by the federal government to ensure accessibility.
Fesco-Foam roof insulation will save the owners of the building on this site $21,800 the first year and $70,514 in 20 years.*

Here's a perfect example of how spending a little more on the front end can lower building costs substantially in the long run.
Assume a 200,000 square foot, single-story office building in Denver, Colorado.
By simply upgrading the roof insulation to J-M C-10 Fesco-Foam, at a one-time added cost of $70,000, a savings of $90,000 can be made in heating/air-conditioning equipment alone.*
Fuel costs will also go down dramatically — with savings of $1,800 the first year and $50,514 over the 20-year life of the roof. This is based on an escalation of 10% in fuel costs for the next 5 years. Net savings will add up to $70,514 with a present worth value of $40,629 based on a 10% interest rate.*
Gone are the days when building design can be dictated by initial cost only.
Now — primarily because of the energy shortage — the smart building owner/designer must change design criteria... must look beyond the cost of erecting a building and consider everything that will affect the total cost over its projected life.
Which means the building will probably cost more to begin with. But it's an investment that will pay off in savings and comfort in the years that follow.
If you're in doubt, ask us for proof. Call your nearby J-M District Office or contact Peter McCracken, Johns-Manville, Box 5108, Denver, Colorado 80217, (303) 770-1000.

The single-source built-up roofing system.

*Savings are based on optimum design criteria. Actual savings may vary depending on calculations.
depend on Bethlehem

Our frame analysis service team can help you determine the most economical steel frame for your building

Your preliminary frame analysis program is part of the broad range of technical and advisory services we offer. The program is designed to help you select the most favorable steel framing system for your high-rise structure. It also enables you to compare steel framing with competitive materials.

Here's how it works. Our District Office Sales Engineer and home office Buildings Group work in cooperation with your consulting engineer to develop a concentrated and detailed budget cost study on the total framing system package for your building. The program utilizes the systems approach and includes all components of the building floor system, as well as wind and seismic/drift control. At the conclusion of the study you are presented with a comprehensive material quantity summary and cost estimate in convenient, easy to read form. Experience has shown our estimates provide reasonable guidelines for comparative judgements.

Call on us early in the design stage. You will obtain maximum benefit from preliminary framing analysis if you call on us before committing your design to a particular construction material. This allows our framing analysis service team and your structural engineer maximum freedom to develop the most favorable steel framing system for the building under study. And our early involvement during the design concept stage will help minimize design changes later on. Normally about two to three weeks are required to complete a study. However, preparation time varies with the complexity of the building's design.

You have everything to gain and nothing to lose. Our preliminary framing analysis service is absolutely free and carries no obligation. Even if a steel framing system does not prove competitive with another type construction material, you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you have conducted a thorough frame investigation for your client.

Want more information? Just call the Bethlehem Sales Engineer at the Bethlehem sales office nearest you. His number is listed below. He'll be happy to give you the details on our framing analysis program or answer any questions you may have on steel product applications for the construction market. Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.

phone:

ATLANTA
(404) 522-4918

BOSTON
(617) 287-2111

BUFFALO
(716) 856-2400

CHICAGO
(312) 694-5422

CINCINNATI
(513) 381-6440

CLEVELAND
(216) 696-1881

DETROIT
(313) 336-5500

HOUSTON
(713) 224-5311

LOS ANGELES
(213) 726-0611

NEW HAVEN
(203) 865-0833

NEW YORK
(212) 688-5522

PHILADELPHIA
(215) 561-1100

PITTSBURGH
(412) 281-5900

ST. LOUIS
(314) 726-4500

SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 981-2121

SEATTLE
(206) 285-2200

Ask for Sales Engineer.
Is there an easier way
to cut costs?

Perhaps. Some say our independent quantitative estimates are chopping blocks for cutting costs. They help you trim fat from expensive designs at each stage of drawing development. Do you have a filet mignon building with a hamburger budget? Our staff will make helpful suggestions for alterations that can cut costs to the bone—without butchering the quality of your building.

If your stakes are high you'd rather not have to "go back to the drawing boards." Just try our chopping block by calling Robert Scharf to help you achieve a lean design. At 301/652-2622. Cable SHARFEST.

EDWARD G. SCHARF & SONS
Construction Cost Consultants
800 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(301) 652-2622
Cable SHARFEST

SCHARF-McINTIRE DIVISION
905 MOZART STREET
TELL CITY, INDIANA 47586
(812) 547-7063
Increasingly, architects and their clients, government agencies and builders are exploring the possibilities of environmental graphics in an attempt to enliven their buildings and, especially, to humanize them—all at relatively low cost. "Ten years ago, a plaza or sculpture in front was a sufficiently deep bow to social consciousness. Now, attention must be paid to all architectural spaces and elements from signage to elevator cabs, from corridors to rooftops," says Dorothea Elman of the design and planning firm of Propper/Elman.

Signage, the most common form of graphics in the environment, tends to suffer either from being so overwhelming in quantity and scale as to produce an indistinguishable clutter or else so scant or low-keyed as to be of negligible assistance.

Even if newly intrigued by other forms of environmental graphics, architects still view signs as unsightly appendages to their buildings. Says designer Ivan Chermayeff: "Most architects wish graphics would blow away so that there isn't anything mucking up the building." But the problem with eliminating graphics to prevent violating the architectural design, says graphic designer Don Page, is that needed directional signs—huge and ugly ones—may later be added on by building owners and then severely undermine the integrity of the architecture.

Graphics in the Environment

If insufficient signage can be a frequent shortcoming on and inside buildings, overload is a more prevalent source of distress outdoors. Countless signs in all shapes and sizes often vie for attention like shrill egos, and important messages can become submerged in the trivia. In some hyperactive downtown areas, such as Times Square, circus-like signage is not only acceptable, but appropriate, creating what has been called a living museum of our brand of material culture. But such "pockets of disorder," warns Ivan Chermayeff, "have to have tight edges."

Along with the excesses, however, there is also the problem of "sameness and monotony, producing a mixture of disorientation and boredom, like floating aimlessly in warm water," to quote Robert Sivard, retired art director of the United States Information Agency.

For better or worse, some environmental graphics, such as outsized wall paintings, have gone from simply communicating to us to communing with us. They can change our attitudes towards spaces, imparting to them a sense of place and identity. They can also transform buildings, turning ordinary or anonymous structures into extraordinary environmental events.

In part, outsized wall graphics have been a natural outgrowth of recent artistic and political movements. In the '50s, some painting had become a process of wide-armed splashing and hurling of paint onto ever-larger areas of canvas. The empty canvas was looked upon as an arena for action, the finished work as an actual part and extension of the environment, rather than as something separate from it. As paintings thus outgrew the natural boundaries and restraints of canvas, big bare walls began to beckon seductively. And as social and political activism have increased, walls have become the medium for a variety of messages.

Some architects and critics have belittled supergraphics as a kind of coverup or cosmetic surgery for poorly designed buildings, and as a fad that has already seen its day. However, the embellishment of walls with paintings can be a form of "instant urban renewal, upgrading architecture and uplifting human spirits," says Doris Freedman, president of City Walls Inc. of New York.

A cautioning note by George Nelson, FAIA, president of the design firm bearing his name: "Environmental graphics should not be clever enough to bother you. Repeated exposure is the best test. They should take the good neighbor approach to the environment." Andrea O. Dean.
Increasingly designers are using signs to add aesthetic interest and pizzazz, rather than simply as labels. As a result, such graphics have been made evermore inventive in design and have been extended in scale to become in themselves long and assertive elements in the environment.

While it was there, the construction fence at 1370 Park Avenue in New York, created by the design firm of Page, Arbitrio & Resen, could hardly be missed by passersby. The fence was made of 8-foot plywood sections, with characters so large that even when the sections were "moved by workmen and not replaced properly, they could still be read," according to Don Page. For the public, says Page, such construction fences can "print an identity on a building even where there is a finished building there to be seen. As designer Rudolph deHarak said of such temporary structures, "It's like the circus that comes to town and then packs up and leaves again."

The intention of Page, Arbitrio & Resen designing large, odd-shaped numbers for the Chembank in New York City, such as the 5 shown here, was to "break up the monotonous endless dreary corridors," according to Page. "It was an inexpensive and easily maintained face-lift." A similar rationale lay behind the creation of the large, off-kilter symbols marking the restrooms at the State University of New York at Stonybrook. As part of a colorful graphics program, they were designed by the environmental graphics group within the architectural firm of Smith, Hychnan & Grylls to add color and spirit to an otherwise strictly utilitarian building designed by the same firm. Going beyond the trite little paper dolls with skirt or pants that typically mark restrooms, the designers intended the symbols to "match the sophistication of the students." Unlike the hallways of many such buildings, these remain unmarred by graffiti.
y using large graphic elements for the decor of Gallagher’s Restaurant in New York City, designer Rudolph de Harak attempts to create “a total sports environment.” By employing huge rear-lit signs and, of course, concrete block walls and antique bleachers, de Harak simulates the feeling of a stadium.

Similarly, the wall mural created for a elementary school P-380 in Brooklyn by Propper/Elman is intended to impart a strong sense of identity to the school. The designers chose a symbol that immediately means for all the students. The mural is made of narrow, vertical strips of ceramic tile in eight different colors, set alternately at 90-degree angles to each other. The result is a kinetic graphic whose colors and shapes change as the viewer moves around it.

As well as having been expanded in size and conception to take on a life of its own, many graphics have also been lowered with a third dimension to become a form of sculpture.

A progression toward three-dimensionality is seen in the work at the North Central Bronx Hospital by designer E. Christopher Klumb. The five-foot "elevators and admitting" sign is situated on the first floor back wall facing the hospital entrance. To create variety within the graphic, Klumb raised the striped, color-pattern slightly; to heighten the contrast between the object and the brick wall on which it is mounted, he selected a smooth, slick surface material. "And by facing the static square onto its side and placing the copy on a diagonal," says Klumb, "we tried to establish a sense of drama."

Klumb’s graphic, also situated on the first floor of the hospital, is raised not only for aesthetic effect, but for purposes of giving the numeral definition. The graphic is all one color—white on white—and shadows cast by overhead lighting etch a line around the number, delineating it from its background.

By designing an enormous, three-dimensional version of the well-known Knoll logotype, designer Massimo Vignelli created an entranceway to an exhibition of the firm’s products and history held at the Louvre museum in Paris. The huge letters are constructed of metal over which fabric was stretched; they are illuminated from within by neon lighting. Says Vignelli: “The letters act like a people filter, and the attempt generally was to create a sense of magic.”
The Harper & Row cylinder and the 9, identifying the building at 9 West 57th Street in New York City, are both the work of the design firm of Chermayeff & Geismar. And both were created especially for an urban area where people are always moving, usually at a frenetic pace, on foot, or in cars, cabs, buses, bicycles. The intention is to establish a dynamic relationship between passersby and the sculptural markers. As people move, their perception of the objects changes; they catch different glimpses of them, but never see them in their entirety.

Made of highly polished metal, the Harper & Row cylinder reflects the life on the street and acts, especially when lit up at night by interior illumination, as a beacon.

The widely-admired 9 was invented to solve the problems of identifying and attracting attention to an anonymous-looking travertine and glass building, just off Fifth Avenue, on one of the busiest corners of the world. "Something beyond the ordinary needed to be done," says Ivan Chermayeff. "Just identifying the building would have been totally inadequate. It needed a dash of drama and "something to bring some warmth and character to the space." Hence, the red color of the 9 and the attempt to invest the figure with a sense of the humorous. Hence, also the attempt to take full advantage of the weightiness of the form to make it look like a friendly lump sitting there. It is meant to be walked right up to and touched, to give human scale and dimension, and thereby to help overcome the monumental feeling of the building it identifies.
The three-dimensional symbol for the Camino Real Hotel in Mexico City, created by designers Wyman & Cannan of New York with Peter Murdock, serves a similar function as does Chermayeff & Geismar's 9. But while the 9 derives from a modern typeface and is in itself a piece of contemporary sculpture, the CR is a refinement of an ancient preHispanic symbol. It is intended as an expression of dominant influences on Mexican culture and to communicate the prevailing atmosphere of the region. "And it is easier to do this with symbols than words," in the view of Lance Wyman. The three-dimensional CR was also adapted to create a two-dimensional logo, which is used throughout the hotel.

In their logo for Boston's television channel five, Wyman & Cannan reversed the process they followed in their work for the Camino Real Hotel. They began by designing a large two-dimensional number 5 for the outside studio wall, and then adapted it to form a three-dimensional board table. The arrow in the 5, which defines and also creates space, is meant to symbolize the movement and energy which are the essence of the medium, according to Wyman.

Times Square Theatre Center booking office, designed by the architectural firm of Mayers & Schiff, is an example of graphics evolving in concept and size to actually become a building. The problem was to create something dynamic and bold enough to be heard over the promotional cacophony of Times Square, but which was also relatively inexpensive. The architects' solution was an enormous black and white kite-like structure, anchored down at its four corners, and bearing bold letters. It is made of taut ropes, thin wood poles and sheets of light plastic, and like most kites it has a gayness and fleeting quality about it reminiscent of the theaters it services.
Another new development in environmental graphics is the elimination of words, letters and numbers altogether—both two- and three-dimensional work to let the design make its point mainly evoking a particular feeling or image for the viewer.

Such is the case with Rudolph deHarak's 52-foot, blue neon and white metal tunnel, located on the ground level of 127 John St. in New York City. Serving as a link from entranceway to elevators, it points the way in a completely unequivocal manner, better than any arrow. The attention, according to deHarak, is to create an experience that "is not joyous, heavy, just different and as interesting possible." It is an experience, he says, that makes you stop and realize that, now, here's a building with something other than travertine walls.

In creating a new graphic system for Boston Mass Transit System, the architectural, design and planning firm of bridge Associates struck on the idea using photomurals in subway stations to show riders what they will find above street level. Firm principal Peter Szymayeff says of the murals, "The intention was to make an underground environment that was not just varied and tidy but, more important, reflected the world above. So even if you never get out of the train, but just sit looking mindlessly out of the window—as often do—you would still get an image of what exists on the street." The style of the murals changes dramatically from station to station, which gives great visual variety to the subway system as a whole.

The graphics for a new Caterpillar Tractor basic engine plant shown here were designed by the environmental graphics group of Smith, Hyneman & Grylls. The artwork gives a cohesiveness to the "natural chaos" of the manufacturing operations, says John Berry, director of the group. "And by making this signage colorful and oversize, the areas can be seen easily even across the huge acreage of the plant." Recent studies show that in industrial work areas the people who have to look at oversized graphics generally like them very well. One survey revealed, for example, that they give workers an environment with which they can personally relate, which has a personality of its own; such graphics also serve as a kind of status symbol.
Huge wall paintings that identify and impart a sense of place have also moved outdoors, sometimes to cover whole buildings. The score of Ravel's "Gaspard de la Nuit," on the Schmitt Music Center in Minneapolis, is the creation of Jill Sprangers. In addition to serving as a wordless description and advertisement for the firm that commissioned it, the musical score enlivens an otherwise undistinguished urban neighborhood.

Some two years after moving into their present New York City offices, the principals of the architectural firm of James Doman & Associates began searching for "an inexpensive, efficient way to let people know what we were about. And what better way than a huge architectural blue-print," says Doman. Designed by firm member Amado Ortiz, the wall painting was intended to "make a visual connection between passersby and the people working behind the building's walls."

The wall paintings shown here were created under the auspices of City Walls Inc., a New York City, artist-directed, nonprofit organization. Similar groups have formed in other cities to promote art in public places. Doris Freedman, president of the New York organization explains that "City Walls artists are concerned with the world outside studios, galleries and museums, and have directed their creative energies toward enhancing some of the dreariest sections of our cities." This approach is very different from that of community-based groups whose murals are intended to celebrate heroes, villify enemies and record history. "City Wall projects are primarily abstract paintings concerned with form and color and their relationship to the total urban environments," says Freedman. Shown here from top to bottom are the works of Tania at Mercer and Third Street, Manhattan; Jay Rosenblum at 89-64 163rd Street, Jamaica, Queens; and Pierre Clerk at 90-14 161 Street, Jamaica, Queens. Helen de Mott's wall painting at 509 Amsterdam Avenue, Manhattan, is shown on the next page. A.O.D.
A New Mural Movement Brings Indigenous Art to the Streets

Robert Sommer

There is a street art explosion in America of unprecedented proportions. What differentiates it from previous wall paintings is that the murals are not advertising products and they are frequently painted by nonprofessionals. The last mural movement in this country occurred during the Great Depression when unemployed artists painted public buildings. Most of these WPA murals were painted indoors with little effort made to involve neighborhood people. The new mural movement did not begin as a Washington program that filtered down to the states, cities and neighborhoods. The main impetus for these murals has been at the local level rather than coming from above. In the slums, ghettos and barrios, murals are a way of bringing art to people who are otherwise denied access to it.

The primary goal of many black muralists is to instill respect, dignity and pride within the community. Chicanos, drawing upon a mixed Mexican, Spanish and Indian heritage, are a mural-proud people. Wall painting is a vital part of community life. Chicano murals are readily identified by their bright colors and bold outlines, the frequent appearance of plumed serpents, skulls and skeletons, unborn children, the snake, eagle and prickly pear, as well as the stylized Indian figures with ceremonial clubs and ancient musical instruments.

For the sides of commercial buildings, white muralists employ abstract geometric designs for an art pure and simple. Relying on bright colors and sharp contrasts, these paintings bring gaiety to the grimy streets and at the same time offend no one. One can explain the difference in...
Titled "Black Women" and painted as part of Boston’s 1970 Summertime program.

Longest mural in the world, "Hog Heaven" graces a Los Angeles sausage factory.

content between these abstract designs and the representational paintings of the black and third world communities as less a matter of artists having something to say, than having a community willing to listen.

Only among its youth has white America taken its culture to the walls. In university cities and bohemian sections, one encounters the familiar psychedelic style. Deriving its colors and themes from the ultimate drug experience, it fuses meditation, yoga, aikaido and astrology.

There are many standards which can be used in judging street art. The most logical ones involve whether the work improves the immediate environment, the extent to which it involves neighborhood people and its role in developing community identity. Street art is a complex social phenomenon that includes many ingredients—painting done in the presence of an audience, the rhythm of crowds, interaction with local gangs, the hostility of drunks, the watchfulness of policy, zoning regulations and sign ordinances, and protection and maintenance of disinterested third parties.

Graffiti: Anyone who is seriously interested in art in public places has to face the vandalism issue. Some muralists reject the coupling of their work with graffiti even for comparative purposes, while others acknowledge a continuum between illegal wall writing and their own work. Most graffiti are written rather than drawn. If a picture is worth a thousand words, graffiti writers haven’t heard it.

The issues involved in determining what is vandalism are complex. One must begin with a determination of what constitutes an attractive public environment before labeling an act as defacement. This in turn raises important questions about the nature of art and its role in public settings.

There is an important difference between a person painting a fire hydrant in a slum neighborhood and someone carving "AR loves VD" on a tree in a state park. While both acts represent the utilization of public space for private self-
pression and communication to others, intent of the two people is different. 

Euphically the hydrant decorator has a de-
to brighten his neighborhood and interact the drabness and ugliness of surroundings. The tree carver, on the other hand, did not express the anonymity of the people’s artist. Though his message is accessible to any finder, it was probably directed to a specific friend. Another difference is that people’s art requires talent, while vandalism does not. These efforts to convert ugliness into (including satire) make the invalid assumption that ugliness is inescapable and preventable. The New York subways are dingy, dirty and depressing, but Montreal and Paris metros and the underground in Moscow are not. If someone drops a piece of paper in a Moscow subway, a local citizen will not swoon in ecstatic rapture, he will tell the slob to pick it up. If a bystander does not do this, he is implicated and likely to be led before a people’s court for being socially irresponsible. There is no reason why a subway has to be dingy, noisy and malodorous. In contrast to the general dreariness, the graffiti provide some color and humor. The solution is not to romanticize the graffiti but to brighten up the underground environment.

Politics: In the Soviet Union, Mexico and Chile, street painting accompanied socialism. Neither the intent nor the content of most American street art has been revolutionary. This is particularly true for professional muralists who paint abstract murals on the side of commercial buildings. Black street art is intended to instill ethnic consciousness and pride by portraying historical events or famous people. Chicano art is stylized with icons of Spanish, Mexican and Indian origin. Muslim painting employs African-Arab characters and logos. This kind of identity-building and connection with history serves an important purpose for people oppressed for centuries, but it would be incorrect to characterize it as revolutionary. The most political aspect of most ethnic murals is the involvement of the local community.
Antidrug mural painted on the side of a neighborhood tavern in Los Angeles.

in overcoming bureaucratic red tape, finding a suitable wall, organizing, deciding on content and painting the wall.

The justification for the new muralist is art for and by the community. If these painters turn their backs on local people, the new mural movement will have ended.

Opportunities Unlimited: The opportunities for creating street art are limitless. This does not imply that every wall should be painted and every lamppost converted into sculpture, but only that these opportunities exist and in some situations the setting would be improved through an artist’s intervention. Cities are a better potential for art work than rural areas. There is a saying that nothing in nature is ugly, only the products of humankind can be ugly. There is beauty in the trackless desert, the glaciers of Antarctica and the lava trail of an extinct volcano. These may be majestic, awesome, mysterious and even frightening, but they are not ugly. The situation is different for human paraphernalia and products—gas pumps, fire hydrants, warehouses, factories, parking lots, sidewalks and tunnels.

There are many overlooked spaces with an exciting potential for unique forms. It must be emphasized that there is no single embellishment that is suitable for all places and all times. It is the task of those who care about art in the city to ask if anything can be done to brighten up an alleyway or a sewage treatment plant. Perhaps no art is the best solution, but there is no inherent reason why a sewage treatment plant should be gray or green. Some power plants have found that bright colors improve safety, efficiency and worker morale. Brighter and more attractive sewage facilities may assist in the necessary task of changing public attitudes toward recycling human waste.

Tunnels are probably the dingiest and smelliest public spaces in urban America. Incidents of crime and vandalism have reached the point where the pedestrian tunnel may no longer be a valid architectural form. However, we can look to Montreal to see how exciting an underground plaza, shopping and entertainment area can be. The use of murals and bright colors, in addition to better lighting and adequate ventilation, can counteract some of the drabness of pedestrian tunnels and possibly reduce vandalism.

One of the most depressing aspects of the modern city is the percentage of space devoted to the automobile. The vast expanse of asphalt surrounded by bare walls degrades the cityscape. However, some of the most exciting murals in downtown areas have been painted on walls adjacent to parking lots.

The factories, machines and implements of modern America provide many opportunities for the street artist. Cylindrical storage tanks, steel plants belching fire and refineries lit up like a million Christmas trees represent accidental art already, but there are possibilities to create deliberate art too. Deliberate art is not automatically preferable to the accidental art of an industrial scene; this is a decision that belongs to the people who are involved—management, workers, neighbors.
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Lettering was completely organic to ancient Roman architecture, in contrast to the san serif applique (below) all too typical today.
Signage: Fitting Letter Forms to Building Form

Andy Leon Harney

Architectural attitudes toward letters on buildings generally range from apathy to vigilance. Yet, there is an architecture of the alphabet which, if properly employed, can reinforce a building’s character and enhance its facade. Nicolette Gray, one of England’s most articulate designers writing on architecture and lettering, points out that “architectural lettering cannot be reduced to action in the sense of legibility. Its function is to convey an impression, as well as spell out words. Also it is part of a whole, and must be related to the function and design of that whole.” Letters can be bossed, incised, sculpted, applied, lit or foundry-made type faces.

Victorian architects took great pains to exaggerate lettering and numbers as part of their decorative patterns. Fanciful styles of numbers in a raised, serifed type le were not uncommon. Art nouveau is an other era when the designer took great right in integrating lettering and form. The best example of this integration is Hector Guimard’s Paris metro gates. And even in the heyday of the uhau, with its strictures against decorative “over-cultivation,” the designers of the Art Deco school made letters highly integral elements of their buildings. Meanwhile, the Bauhaus designers applied the same functionalist discipline to letter forms that they did to interiors, and with the same widening influence. Herbert Bayer designed his sans serif “universal” type face in 1923 and as “disten most sculpted the ‘40s and ‘50s sans serif was firmly installed as the dominant style of architectural lettering.

For the past 15 years, the favorite typeface for use on buildings has been Helvetica, a derivation of the Bayer design. The catalog is filled with signage items in Helvetica bold and medium. Architects and designers are among theatest defenders of Helvetica as an appropriate, easy-to-read type style.

“Most serif faces are not designed for directions. When you blow up other letters, it often just doesn’t work.” Designer Herb Lubalin disagrees: “Helvetica is a perfectly designed face—it is architectural and every architect uses it to the exclusion of other typefaces. But it is essentially a dull face, evoking no feeling or reaction except among the Swiss, who invented it, architects and designers who use it, and big businessmen who don’t know what they want but figure it’s sophisticated enough to be safe. Lettering needs some measure of imperfection to be interesting.”

Lubalin feels that almost any typeface can be used on any building and any building can use almost any typeface, if the right person is handling its design and application.

Wolf Von Eckhardt, architectural critic for The Washington Post, and former art director of the Journal, feels that “architects are not equipped to design legible lettering,” pointing out that few architects have had any training in graphic design.

An architect may sketch in an elevator in the design of a building, but when it comes down to making final decisions, he turns to an engineer to handle that aspect of the overall program. Yet, whatever lettering he likes on the first set of drawings ends up on the finished product—and all too often it’s Helvetica.

“Few architects would give themselves the task of designing the sculpture, or the murals for a building,” says Don Page of Page, Arbitrio & Resen. “They would be wise to receive help where graphic problems are involved.”

Philip Johnson, Eero Saarinen, and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill are among architects who have regularly sought such help from leading graphic designers.

Yet, they are the exceptions. They are but exclusive use of Helvetica as a type style for contemporary buildings, both interiors and exteriors, smacks of a formula approach to design. Clearly, there are instances where Helvetica (or sans-serif) can be effectively used. Yet, all too often, it is used as a safe “contemporary” look which bears little relationship to the architectural character of the building, the materials used in its construction, the site, climate and lighting on the building.

Nicolette Gray writes: “Sans-serif leaves each letter as if it were on its own, as much related to adjacent moulding as to the next letter; serifs bind a word together, making it an entity. Both have advantages and disadvantages and need to be designed with this characteristic in mind.”

Finally, she concludes, “One must admit that formally sans serif letters are rather dull shapes; the even line is monotonous. The introduction of some sort of shading adds immensely to its range of pattern and expression.”

Type styles need not be “of the moment” in design. Some of the more classic styles can evoke the mood an architect is trying to achieve in the overall building. For example, Lubalin used Times Roman for the cornerstone identifying Kevin Roche’s Ford Foundation Building in New York City. The name is chiseled in granite to lend an air of established solidity to the building.

“You can mix cultures and type styles,” says designer Tony Palladino, “and come up with a much more exciting product. You can take an old typeface and make it contemporary through the way it is used.”

Some of the most notable exceptions to the reliance on neutral sans serif have been on buildings designed for corporate clients who already have strong graphics programs. Such a client is likely to view each new building as an opportunity to reinforce public recognition of its visual identity.

Perhaps the most notable such client is CBS, long famous in design circles for the total graphics program created by William Golden and his successor Lou Dorfsman. The program prescribes building signage in a delicate serifed type style designed by Golden. The application of this lettering to the corporation’s burly Saarinen headquarters building in New York is one of the happiest marriages of graphics and architecture to be found.

The familiar square-serif IBM logo, part of an overall design program develope-
opened by architect Eliot Noyes and designer Paul Rand, gives identity to the corporation's highly diverse collection of buildings around the world. Says Noyes, "We are now urging architects to consider the IBM sign as part of the building and to incorporate it into the design."

More typically, it is up to the architect—working on his own or with a consultant—to come up with lettering that will reflect the building's nature and reinforce its character. To settle for a safe sans serif is to accept a cliché as attractive, but as predictable, as a Barcelona chair in the lobby. 

The Victorians took great delight in integrating architecture and lettering styles. The University Arms and Odd Fellows Hall examples are both British. Similar integration was the rule in the Art Deco period, as witness the Fuller Building in New York City and the Paris metro entrance.
Uses of the ubiquitous Helvetica: straightforward but dull directional signs for a garage and a hospital interior; more imaginative signage for Atlantic Richfield Plaza in Los Angeles (graphic designer, John Follis & Associates) and a classroom in Boston's Acorn school (Mayers & Schiff Associates).
CBS and IBM achieve identity on their buildings by use of uniform letter styles they have made their own. The facade of the U.S. headquarters of Seiko (Katjima Associates) was made a billboard for display of the firm’s logo.
Serif alternatives to Helvetica: Fortune bold in the garage of the Christian Science Center in Boston (Page, Arbitrio & Resen); a crisp, outsize Roman in New Orleans (Berman Icardi); Cooper black in lower case for the Hartford, Conn., Civic Center (Peter Muller-Munk & Associates); classic capitals for New York's Juilliard school (Nicholas Fasciano) and an antique style for a bakery in Seattle's flavorful and historic Pioneer Square.
Beyond Graphics: The Architecture Of Information

Richard Saul Worman, AIA and Joel Katz

In this issue of the AIA JOURNAL you have seen a wide range of environmental graphics used to direct, to inform, to entertain, to delight. Yet, for all their diversity, environmental graphics are but a part of the limitless techniques, media and programs that can make the city understandable to all of us who live in it and use it. The goal of all the ways of displaying and communicating information is an informative and attractive environment interacting with informed, self-informing citizens.

The architecture of information applies not only to large-scale graphics applied to or integrated with structures in the man-made environment, but also to the means of information display which make that environment understandable, interesting and navigable. It follows from the recognition of the various ways in which the environment can become self-revealing.

Signs, in order to be effective as well as unintrusive, must on one hand respect their environment and on the other hand be separate from it to communicate. They must be legible from a functional distance at a given size.

Maps, even though containing verbal designations, cross the line into experiential reality, and are capable of providing visually, sensorily descriptive analogies of experience. Our interaction with our environment is largely sensory rather than intellectual. Yet, because our culture is so verbally oriented—with visual literacy hardly considered by our educators—we find it difficult to relate two-dimensional translations of our environment, in the form of maps and diagrams, to our encounters with it.

Maps and diagrams, like any communication medium, must consider perceptual and physical constraints as well as coping with this negative cultural bias. They must be large enough in scale for the information to be meaningful, and large enough in size to be legible. They must be simple enough for their content, once extracted, to be retained and related to experience.

The visual communication of information is particularly fortuitous for both artist and audience when it takes place in the environment it is communicating information about. It is in such a situation when visual translation (in the form of a map or diagram) and the sensory, visual reality (the environment) can be simultaneously experienced. Whether a topographical diagram of the spot you are standing on, or the description, in advance of things you are likely to encounter, it is in such circumstances where we can be made aware of things we have taught ourselves to see without really seeing, as the congruence of the experience and the graphic hits us. The simultaneity of the experience is so compelling because it eliminates the generation of intellectual understanding that so often intervenes between an experience and a visual (rather than verbal) analogy of it.

The possibility for such simultaneity and revelation is also high with models placed in the environment they represent.

Richard Saul Worman, partner in the architecture and planning firm of Murphy Levy Wurman, is national chairman of the 1976 AIA convention and the author of many books on urban communication and the environment.

Joel Katz, graphic designer and photographer, is an associate of MLW and co-author of several books.

Above, a proposal for an urban observatory in the courtyard of Philadelphia's own hall. Murphy Levy Wurman is designing renovation of the courtyard featuring information display for the bicentennial.

Left, one of three models for the blind Independence National Historical Park done by students under MLW's directive.
Energy Standards: Design Stimulus Or Straightjacket?

“In essence,” said AIA President William Marshall Jr., FAIA, in congressional testimony this summer, “we believe that the approach to energy conservation is one of attitude. Mandatory energy standards are a result of an attitude that says we cannot trust professionals and building owners and the normal action of the marketplace to produce satisfactory solutions. Promulgated performance standards result from an attitude that accepts the idea of establishing energy efficiency goals and allows professionals and building owners to achieve those goals.”

Much of the debate over how to conserve energy in the built environment has centered around performance standards versus prescriptive standards. The debate is continuing. To date, proponents of performance standards have won one battle in Congress and lost one with the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers.

The latter battle was lost when ASHRAE’s board of directors unanimously approved a document known as Standard 90-75. The ASHRAE standard deals primarily with the thermal or energy effectiveness of various building components. It calls for the building envelope to be constructed of “materials which have a high degree of insulating effectiveness”; for HVAC systems that will meet “higher standards of performance”; for HVAC equipment of “greater efficiency and superior controls”; for changes in lighting levels to vary throughout a space according to function. More precisely, the standard also states minimum U-values for floors and roofs; infiltration rates for doors and windows; number and settings of thermostats, and specific regulations for HVAC systems and lighting levels.

The AIA, among other organizations, has consistently opposed ASHRAE 90-75, mainly because it is a prescriptive standard. AIA’s opposition to prescriptive standards has three basic thrusts: that they apply only to individual components of buildings rather than the entire structure; that they do not encourage development of new technology, and that they do not utilize fully the creative problem-solving talents of design professionals.

In a recent memorandum, Dick Kalt, assistant director of AIA’s codes and regulations center, detailed some of the Institute’s other objections to 90-75:

“Nowhere does the standard consider energy efficiency as a total package unless costly analysis of alternatives are made; “Nowhere does the standard recognize the advantages of natural lighting; “Nowhere does the standard consider energy efficiency of power-generating equipment remote from the site; “Nowhere does the standard recognize user needs or desires as if buildings are designed in a clientless vacuum; “Nowhere does the standard provide for any sort of positive incentive to control energy utilization.”

Kalt also cautioned that adoption of the standard could result in restraints on designs, “de facto limits on new approaches to conservation,” higher consulting engineering fees, delays, inflation and “less innovative, more costly buildings which may not even be more energy efficient.”

“Prescriptive standards,” said John P. Eberhard, AIA, president of the AJA Research Corporation, “tend to be based on the requirements of the building and its subsystems divorced from the human purposes to be met by the building. This approach tends to preclude more innovative solutions that architects, engineers and the building industry might develop in the future.”

The conflict over ASHRAE 90-75 provides a key to the issues involved in debates over other energy conservation standards now being discussed and enacted at the federal, state and municipal levels. The goal of energy conservation is an unquestioned one; the means of achieving that goal is a highly volatile question. In part, this is because performance standards tend to be less easily definable than prescriptive standards. Rather than stating a given limit, such as a U-factor for floors and roofs, a performance standard would set a total energy consumption goal for a building, such as an annual energy budget for the total amount of energy required for heating, cooling, ventilating, lighting and other supportive systems in a building.

“Performance standards state a desirable set of requirements to be met without
reference to possible solutions, while specification standards give minimum requirements specified in terms of particular materials, systems, designs and construction methods,” said Eberhard. “More important than the language used, however, is the philosophical basis which separates the two concepts. The performance concept grows out of a rationale of meeting some human requirement or set of requirements. The specifications approach accepts the state-of-the-art known solutions as satisfactory and attempts to specify either minimums or maximums based on the characteristics of such existing solutions.”

It is with notions such as these in mind that AIA and other organizations have opposed Standard 90-75. Since the standard’s passage, however, the opposition has taken a new direction—to prevent its adoption by model code organizations and its incorporation into model codes, which in turn would mean its use by states and municipalities using such model codes.

Incorporation into model codes would mean the use of Standard 90-75 in numerous municipalities and in the 18 states which use either the codes established by the Building Officials & Code Administrators, the International Conference of Building Officials or the Southern Building Code Congress.

An AIA survey of trends in state regulation of energy in buildings showed that three states so far have adopted 90-75 and an additional 11 are leaning toward adoption of the standard.

The survey also showed that as of September six states had other prescriptive standards in effect and two had adopted performance standards or energy budget regulations. Ten states and the District of Columbia have no energy regulations, and 14 states have taken other kinds of steps toward legislating energy conservation, ranging from the establishment of an energy office to tax incentives for the use of solar heating.

Just as diverse as the multitude of state actions are the bills now pending before Congress. So far, energy legislation has epitomized the push-pull situation between President Gerald Ford and Congress and the situation has been variously described as “confronting a confrontation” and “staring at a stalemate.” One bill, the Building Energy Conservation Standards Act, which passed the House on Sept. 8, deals with standards. And it was in the House version that proponents of performance standards emerged on top.

This bill directed the Department of Housing and Urban Development to develop performance energy conservation standards for various types of buildings. It also authorized $55 million annually for grants to states from the Federal Energy Administration for the purchase of materials to insulate the homes of low-income persons. A third portion of the bill authorized HUD to provide technical aid and grants of up to $10 million to states and local governments working to include energy conservation standards in their building codes.

Significantly, the bill encourages rather than mandates the development of local standards. However, the counterpart bill in the Senate, which is currently pending in the banking, housing and urban affairs committee, calls for the initial promulgation of prescriptive stands to be followed by performance standards developed later. The Senate bill also calls for enforcement of energy standards through federally regulated, supervised or insured financial institutions by prohibiting them from making or purchasing loans in an area where federal standards are not in force. The bill also cuts the $10 million in HUD technical assistance money to $5 million and then prescribes its use only for the development of state building codes and state certification procedures.

The House bill originally called for prescriptive standards, and AIA was among those arguing successfully for the substitution of performance standards. AIA’s alternative is the use of performance standards in tandem with a tax incentive program. “We believe that this approach will be more politically and economically appealing for both the public and the federal treasury,” said Marshall. “In addition to achieving greater energy savings in both new and existing buildings, the approach will also stimulate the deeply depressed construction industry.” Beth Dunlop

The following is a partial text of testimony delivered by AIA Executive Vice President William L. Slayton this summer to the U.S. Senate Finance Committee stating the Institute’s current policy on energy conservation in buildings.

As the second largest energy-consuming sector, buildings offer a significant opportunity to save energy. For the past several years, The American Institute of Architects has studied the relationships between energy and the built environment, and our findings and recommendations are included in two reports, Energy and the Built Environment: A Gap in Current Strategies and A Nation of Energy-Efficient Buildings by 1990.

These reports outline the dramatic potential of a high priority national program to achieve energy-efficient buildings. Our estimates show that a high priority program for energy-efficient buildings could save an average of nearly one million barrels of petroleum equivalent per day each year between now and 1990. By 1990, a savings of 12.5 million barrels of oil per day could be reached.

We, of course, recognize that additional time is needed to develop and test the institutional innovations needed to implement our long-range strategy. We do, however, believe that complementary short-term initiatives can be taken. The positive incentive approach offers better means to resolve the energy problem than regulatory approaches which bring about conservation forcibly through prices or prescriptive standards.

This is why we believe that the incentives approach within the present version of HR 6860 is a step in the right direction. However, in its current form, HR 6860 will result in governmental subsidy on installation of prescribed hardware items such as insulation and storm windows.

Depending on the particular situation this could result in subsidy dollars being invested in only marginal gains of energy and not necessarily providing the best optimal energy return per investment dollar. It will be likely that building owners will comply with the requirement to get the incentive, but may not realize
stantial savings. This approach nullifies or at least ignores, a far greater range of alternative considerations for effective energy conservation which are available for a more comprehensive approach to the problem. We have developed a comprehensive incentive proposal. It would apply to existing and new buildings, both commercial and residential. Our incentives would be available after modification of the building in order to save a maximum amount of energy. It also encourages the utilization of renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind power.

The incentive for the owner of a home differs slightly. In this case, the option is to deduct a percentage of the cost of the integrated energy package in calculating taxable income within a period from one to five years. The second tax credit—for saving nonrenewable energy above and beyond the minimum 30 percent—remains the same as we described for the owner of a commercial building.

New Buildings. Here the incentive is intended to stimulate the owner to have a building designed to be energy efficient to the maximum extent feasible. Present tax laws make it unprofitable to invest more money initially, owners and developers should be encouraged to build energy-efficient structures.

With new buildings, calculating the amount of energy that a building would have consumed without the application of the integrated energy package is the heart of the problem. As a solution, we suggest that an energy conservation performance standard should be the base for the calculations. We believe that legislation authorizing the federal government to develop and promulgate energy conservation performance standards for all new construction will be passed by this Congress. Therefore, we recommend that the tax incentive for energy-efficient new buildings be a retroactive one. However, if a building is constructed in a state which already has adopted a set of energy conservation standards acceptable to the federal government, the incentive would be effective immediately.

To summarize again, the potential owner of a new building might employ the services of qualified professionals to provide for the design of an energy-efficient building through the use of the range of possibilities included in an integrated energy package. A professional would certify that the use of certain design techniques, equipment, etc., would achieve an annual energy savings of at least 30 percent over the standard. A percentage of the cost of the integrated energy package is either treated as an investment credit or rapidly amortized, or, in the case of a homeowner, is deducted from taxable income. Both commercial and residential building owners, if they achieve energy savings above the minimum required 30 percent, are entitled to receive a tax credit in each of the next 10 years equal to 30 percent of the value of the nonrenewable energy saved.

There are more than 70 million existing residential buildings in this country, and millions of existing commercial structures. Energy conservation in this vast inventory of buildings could begin as soon as this measure is enacted. At the same time, knowing that it will be possible to qualify for a retroactive tax incentive as soon as the federal standards are developed in two or three years, new buildings will be designed and built with energy conservation features.

The enactment of this incentive would stimulate two million to three million jobs in the construction industry and in the industries which supply materials, and would sustain them over a period of years. If 7 percent of our existing inventory of buildings were redesigned and retrofitted with energy conservation features each year, and all new buildings were designed and built with energy conservation in mind, we would save the equivalent of 4.65 billion barrels of petroleum within the first five years. These savings would then continue year after year without additional cost and without reduced standards of living.
Six Architectural Markets That Show Growth Potential

Weld Coxe

Although 99 percent of all architects hold to the concept of general practice and think that demand for various building types is constant, the fate of most firms is tied to one or a few areas of specialization, for which the demand varies. More and more, the architectural workload in the marketplace is determined by cyclical demand for different building types. Thus, in the past decade, we have seen waves of commissions for college libraries, hospital intensive care units, downtown office buildings, vocational-tech schools, condominium housing, etc. In each case the cycle has lasted only five or at the most 10 years before the demand is satisfied or oversaturated.

Obviously, timing is very important to the architect who wants to ride the waves of the marketplace. The firm that is fortunate enough to design one of the first successful projects of a new wave will generally enjoy a flood of similar referrals. Conversely, the firm that tries to catch up with a wave that has already formed may win and complete one commission but then find the market has dried up. It is becoming a rule of thumb that by the time you can see examples of a new building type popping up all over the landscape, it is already too late to capitalize on that market.

How then does the architect spot new markets in time to get aboard?

There are no magic answers, just as there is no perfect crystal ball. The name of the game is market research, and the state of the art for architects is just a few years old. Architectural commissions are awarded so early at the front end of the construction stream that derivative forecasting is not possible. The architectural market forecaster, like the safecracker, must rely not only on his technical knowledge of how the system works, but, maybe equally important, on the sandpapering of his fingertips.

In a recession economy the ability to spot newly forming waves is especially important because the traditional, general markets—such as schools, hospitals, housing and so forth—are all soft.

Over the past several years, in connection with our publishing activities, we have tried to develop a market research system that will pinpoint opportunities as early as possible in the cycle.

There are six specific markets which our technology and sandpaper have identified as having considerable potential to become waves of the near future. Three are specific building types, two are new areas of service and one is a new breed of client. The six are:

1. Local recreation facilities could become the most significant among the new markets if social, economic and energy factors continue to encourage close-to-home leisure time activities. Typical structures which may gain in demand are those for indoor tennis and/or swimming and/or hockey (or all three). But the market can also embrace everything from rifle ranges to indoor bobsled runs. The most active areas at present for such construction are growing towns, suburbs and cities of the upper Midwest and Northwest where long winters increase the demand for indoor recreation. For architects, the key to the market often is less closely related to facility at the drawing board than to skill with the adding machine. Clients are predominantly citizen boards in smaller communities who, at the outset, are looking for advice on how to estimate construction and operating costs and how to package financing, much of which is supported by government revenues. The architect who studies and understands local communities successfully solved technical problems will find a welcome reception among prospective clients.

2. The issue of housing older citizens may in time provide several major market opportunities for architects. But at present the whole matter is being clouded by inadequate definitions of “elderly” versus “retirement” and indistinct policy on the roles of private, public and nonprofit sectors. In spite of this confusion, one segment of the market is becoming visibly distinct and may soon mushroom on a nationwide scale. This is the so-called “life care” retirement community, where for monthly payment within reach of most middle-class pensions plus a capital contribution the occupant receives a life interest in an apartment-sized unit, plus maintenance and nursing care for the rest of his life.

Mr. Coxe is president of the management consulting firm of Weld Coxe Associates, which has been advising and assisting architects in marketing management since 1967. Over the years the firm has acted as consultant to over 150 architectural offices. And as Weld Coxe explains it, his monthly newsletter, The Coxe Letter, originated from a need “on the part of our clients, and non-clients, for a continual update on changes in the market and in marketing techniques.”

Says Coxe, “We define architectural markets as the marketplace and as the client does.” For example, architects may look at vocational schools as part of the school market, but the client views them as a separate one. Accordingly, Weld Coxe Associates has identified seven major markets, and under each has recognized three to five distinct categories of architectural work. The Coxe Letter examines at least one market per month.

The best way for architects to do market research themselves, according to Coxe, is through simply talk to their present and prospective clients. Coxe’s forecasts are similar, but heavily dependent upon feel, or what he calls in the adjoining article, “the sandpaper of my finger tips,” which has become refined with time and experience.

There is a missing link,” he says “in that we have no way of knowing if forecasts have become reality.” In order to fill this gap, the AIA task force on markets has been formed with Coxe’s help. It is currently trying to develop a “market activity index,” a report on the types of work being commissioned on a state by state basis.
Three are building types, new services, and last a new client.

ife. Physically, the facility usually con- of a campus of 200 to 300 apartments, plus a common dining/recreation and a 40-50 unit nursing wing. ect costs range from $5 million to $8 on. Most clients thus far have been profit religious denominations, but the ate sector has gotten wind of the profit nial and is moving in. Estimates of architectural market for life care com- ities over the next five years run as as 700 such projects. Architects who:stand the packaging process will ure the biggest share as the market hrooms.

Another fairly specific building type good market potential over the next ral years is the renovation/recycling rip shopping centers that were built 20 years ago. A whole generation of centers are losing their anchor ten- in the supermarket shakeout, and all t be revived to survive competition the new regional malls. For archite: the work itself may only involve face- ing, landscaping and tenant changes, he designer with creative ideas holds t of the keys to the market. To find its, all an architect need do is drive n any strip, look for the seedy shop- centers and then contact their owners offer fresh ideas.

A new type of owner worth keeping ye on is what we call the "semipublic it." This breed is emerging as the w mover on major urban commercial acts in large and small cities alike. Us- it consists of a combine of tenant ests (a department store, hotel or r office user), in conjunction with a real estate investor/manager and munici- pal government. The hybrid joins together in order to make use of public revenue bonds, tax concessions and/or publicly owned facilities like a parking garage to secure a large share of the risk and there­ by make projects happen. The semipublic client is seldom a visible entity at the time the architect begins laying the groundwork for selection. In fact, sometimes it can take years of spadework before a semi­ public client prospect becomes a real job, but the end result will be some of the largest landmark commissions of the decade. Success in carrying out such commissions takes special talent in dealing with a multi­ headed client.

5. In terms of consulting services, land planning could become a completely dist­ tinct market opportunity over the next several years. The rapidly emerging disci­ pline of land planning combines the planner's knowledge of land use; the civil engineer's expertise in surveying, site engineering and plotting, and the architect's skills in physical design and management. The landscape architects had the first toe­ hold on the new market, but there aren't enough of them nationally to fill the de­ mand. The largest market for this service is at the local level where interest in PUD zoning and new standards for obtaining land use require a broader, multidiscipline approach than that furnished by the tradi­ tional site engineer with his subdivision plotter. The architect who does his home­ work, ties in with other services (espe­ cially land surveying), and develops a good track record in representing clients before local public agencies, can expect to virtually sew up a community market for land planning.

6. Single point responsibility is the um­ brella term for a new service whose time is coming a lot sooner than many would have believed even a year ago. The growing acceptance by clients of the construc- tion management, design/build team ap­ proach and other forms of truly compre­ hensive service, provides solid evidence that single responsibility will be with us for some time. It is not a market so much as an approach, but the growing willing­ ness of the client to have the architect (or, in his absence, someone else) handle all aspects of a job is without doubt going to mean more to the architect's future than any other single factor. At the same time, this market is the easiest to get into, be­ cause the architect can, with the client's agreement, apply a single responsibility approach on almost any project he already has. At the moment, there is still a lot of confusion and misunderstanding about how to put a single responsibility package together (and some architects really don't understand it at all), but more and more firms are making it happen in just about every market: schools; hospitals; higher education; commercial; government and, of course, in industry where it has been the norm for years. Those firms that have a good grasp of a single responsibility proj­ ect are doing far better in the recession marketplace than almost any others. To get involved requires a good deal of homework by the top principals of the firm. Virtually no firm that just sent its construc­ tion administrator or some other subor­ dinate to the AIA construction seminars a few years ago has competed successfully. Single responsibility as an architectural service is just as basic as design and pro­ gramming, and can be sold successfully only when it is an integral part of the pro­ fessional philosophy of the firm.

These six new markets are not, of course, the only opportunities to ride the waves of the future. There are always promising individual situations in existing markets, and local or regional variations that will make good surfing for individual firms farsighted enough to spot them early. No firm can realistically expect any one market to last a lifetime. For the typical firm, it is good planning policy to tackle just one new market a year. Not all the choices may be winners, but in today's market (to paraphrase Harold Gencen) the successful architect is the one who makes 51 percent of his market choices right.

Billed as a "self-teaching professional manual . . . designed to be a single source for determining total project costs," this work (encased in a 3½-inch thick orange looseleaf binder) contains an overwhelming amount of information. A note from the editor indicates that the guide can "help the key decision makers in the construction industry to accurately and rapidly ascertain anticipated total project costs in a matter of hours." The same note says that there is no guarantee or warranty as to the correctness and viability of the information and data contained in the guide and that no one connected with the guide assumes responsibility or legal liability in connection with its use.

The guide is divided into 12 chapters, covering preliminary estimating procedures for "all phases of project development," including: the building, professional services, off-site development, site work, landscaping, financing, taxes, legal fees, marketing, sales and leasing. It is claimed that the guide, published annually with one semianual update, can be used by professionals with no experience in financial planning. It is this reviewer's opinion that such a course would be fraught with danger and that any of the myriad of construction cost data publications on the market can only be used successfully when tempered by the judgment that comes from experience.

The guide contains some good flow charts relating to project development sequence and real estate economic analysis, as well as text on these subjects. The fairly extensive bibliography has some good references for further reading, including some books prepared by AIA on development building and real estate financing (but not so credited). Nearly half of the bulk of the guide is taken up by 100 case studies spread over a large number of building types previously published in a California magazine and updated to mid-1974, hardly a comprehensive data base.

The chapter on costs of professional services covers a wide gamut of disciplines. The section on architectural fees contains some misleading and even incorrect comments concerning AIA's actions and recommendations.

There are other instances where users of the guide might be misled. For example, the cover conveys the impression that it is a publication of the Pasadena & foothill chapter/AIA, while the title page indicates that it is a publication of Architectural Data Corp., endorsed by this AIA chapter and the American Institute (not the much larger Society) of Landscape Architects. In the chapter on building cost system, there is a chart labeled "CSI-Cost Guide System," showing a relationship between "CSI Divisions" and "Building Cost System Divisions." This chart is misleading from two points of view: First, it is not a cost guide system of the Construction Specifications Institute, which neither has nor endorses such a system; second, the simple lumping of cost data from several of the 16 CSI-type divisions into a few "cost system divisions" will produce unrealistic data in several instances. Readers familiar with the proposed Mastercost system, reported in the AIA JOURNAL (Nov. '74), will understand this observation.

The user of any cost data publication must know the sources of all such data and must be in a position to pass on validity and dependability of the data. The data must also be presented in such a way as to have such a wide spread as to be meaningless. And projections into the future are to be regarded with suspicion in a factual publication. This reviewer will not comment on these aspects of Preliminary Cost Guide but emphasizes that judgment on the part of the user is essential in applying the data presented in any construction cost publication.

The fact remains that another cost data book has appeared on the scene to be added to the body of knowledge on the subject. It is planned that the book will be expanded and improved, and the publisher solicits comments. This reviewer has one suggestion to help improve the book's usefulness: Change the binder to make it easier to flip from one section to another; it's hell now. Robert Allan Class, AIA, Director, AIA Technical Programs


Except in the case of "acts of God," says Bush, accidents are caused by negligence. Accident frequency and severity rates in the construction industry are much above the averages for all other industries. Each year, Bush points out, the 4 million construction industry workers have accidents which result in the death of 2,700 workers and injury to 240,000 of them. Good safety records on a construction project don't come through luck.

In order to promote the health and safety of workers, the federal government has set up regulations—among them, the Occupational Safety and Health Act. In this book, Bush directs his attention to OSHA and how management can comply with its regulations.

Bush outlines the responsibilities of the building team, the architect, the owner of the project, and the workmen in reducing construction industry accidents. He explains OSHA, its rules and regulations, and projections, necessary record-keeping and compliance with its regulations. There chapters on such topics as planning the operation, the safety program, first aid and the human factor where fatigue, lack of knowledge, fright, etc., lead to accidents. He discusses such hazards as electricity, fire, gas, weather and machinery. There is detailed information about accident prevention in such procedures as demolition, excavation, foundation work, concrete and steel construction, building of exterior walls and roofing, as well as insulation and waterproofing. I'm not sure if there is a helpful chapter on the all-important subject of insurance.


Bill Caudill went to Egypt early this year as a member of a joint U.S./Egypt task force to study building technologies and materials. Each day he sent back a memo to his office in Houston, telling folk at home about his experiences in airports and hotels, about his bouts with...
Georgia-Pacific has more than 100 fire and sound rated wall, column and ceiling/floor systems. And a great delivery system, too.

Our new 1975 catalog tells the whole story.

With our new catalog of gypsum systems, you can probably preselect a system that meets your requirements for sound and fire rating exactly. And meets your cost, weight and thickness needs, too.

Our catalog has dozens of different systems, some with fire ratings as high as 3 hours and STC ratings as high as 57. So we probably have something very close to what you had in mind. Or something better.

And it's all clearly shown with the specific information you need to make decisions in seconds.

For example:
System #106.

This interior wall system combines a layer of ¼” gypsum sound deadening board with an overlay of 5/8” Firestop® Eternawall™ gypsum board. When combined with 2” insulation bats, the system provides a 1-hr. fire rating and an STC of 50.

The Firestop® Eternawall™ gypsum board also provides you with beauty. The vinyl-coated surface comes in 30 different colors and textures. (All of which are shown in full color—right in the catalog.)

For another example:
System #475.

This is a floor/ceiling system that’s excellent for most low-rise construction.

The system combines a 1-hr. combustible fire rating with an STC of 50. And remember, the basis for every rating shown is clearly explained right in the catalog. One more “system” we’re proud of.

It’s our distribution system. A network of distribution centers that stretches all across the nation. A system that assures you of consistent product quality and availability wherever you order it... coast to coast.

At competitive prices, too.

So, if you don’t already have a copy, write us for the 1975 edition of our Gypsum Board systems catalog.

Get it... and everything that comes with it.
“Pharaoh’s revenge” and the wonders of the curing pill lomotil, about his wife’s insights into Egyptian life at hairdressers and in bazaars. But he also told them about Egypt’s people, its government officials, its architecture, the status of the building industry and many other things—all from the point of view of a perceptive architect, and a caring human being.

Forrest Wilson is entirely correct when he says in the foreword: “The information . . . is first-hand, objective and incisive. It is an excellent travel handbook for architects, engineers, contractors and builders who intend to do business in Egypt.”


Come and meet hip-humanist Lloyd Kahn and his friends. Their book is full of interesting information and is a refreshing change from the mainstream of architectural publications. It is similar to the Whole Earth Catalog in counter-culture format. There is little in this folksy book designed to shock us establishment types.

Although I don’t care to share in the styles of living shown, I am happy to share in the ideas on building. In addition to Kahn and co-editor Bob Easton, here are many people with searching minds giving freely of themselves.

Kahn describes the attitude of the book: “In times to come, we will have to find a responsive and sensitive balance between the still-usable skills and wisdom of the past and the sustainable products and inventions of the 20th century.”

Whether of old or new products, the book is aimed at fostering a culture of handbuilt homes, preferably owner built, or to quote: “indigenous, people-built, non-architect designed, alternative habitat.”

The book borrows from many publications, includes many contributors and has an interesting and useful illustrated bibliography. It starts with scholarly discussions of primitive and historic building techniques and goes on to alternative shelters and construction drawings of simple conventional buildings. All are intended as inspiration as well as guidance.

A section of the book displays domes, zomes and zarches. After publishing his Domebook 2, Kahn became disillusioned with domes and apparently with Buckminster Fuller. This is discussed in Domebook 3, which is included as a section of this volume. We are told that domes are difficult to partition or expand, are more expensive than conventional construction, are short-lived, are practically impossible to weatherproof and require extreme accuracy.

Showing previous examples, Kahn apologizes for stating in Domebook 2 that Fuller invented the geodesic dome. He now calls Fuller a popularizer and commercializer of the dome.

In addition to taking on Fuller, Kahn reprints from The Shingle Style by Vincent Scully Jr., an example of form-borrowing by Frank Lloyd Wright from Bruce Price. Concerning it Kahn says: “Much that passes for invention or innovation is actually misappropriated (and often highly publicized) work of others. This tends to inhibit architecture students or designers, as the achievements of the ‘masters’ appear stunning when out of context of their historical background.”

He also reports Doxiades’ confession that he should not have previously advocated highrise buildings. From direct observation, he makes fun of academic games of futurism and housing fantasies and notes the patronage of academia by industry.

In spite of his own doubts concerning domes, Kahn tells of the effective and still enthusiastic Bill Woods, dome builder, and Steve Baer, zome builder. Baer is also covered on his practical researches on solar energy in the section on alternative power sources, such as wind, sun and methane from decaying matter.

In this section on energy, Jay Baldwin says that solar energy will not be economically practical until the cost of fossil fuels triples. Harold Hays tells us, without documentation, that solar energy is highly polluting when collected off the immediate premises.

These are samples of information I have not come across elsewhere. The book points up the tremendous difficulty in obtaining accurate information. Many of these people, for example, were excited by the over-advertised claims for various plastics. They became disillusioned from actual firsthand experimentation. I might say that they have no need to apologize; if we honor successful experimenters, we must also value unsuccessful ones.

I am enthusiastic about the book for more than being entertained, informed and stimulated. I am strengthened in believing in my own common sense. It is more effective coming from a former dome enthusiast that there is “no wondrous new solution to be.” Didn’t we really always know, in spite of its usefulness for certain purposes, that the geodesic dome is no more functionally suitable as a universal form than was the Greek temple? But as Kahn says, they are good media; “they photograph well.” It is time we sought out the reality within (and without) the communication fodder. This book is an excellent beginning.

The people in this book prove that the creative urge to build cannot be stifled. I disagree on many things advocated by the unnamed self-proclaimed “ding-bat hippie” who writes a section in the book, but I enthusiastically subscribe to his statement that “we love anything that someone builds out of love.” John Blanton, AIA


This book on construction specificati-ies explains in understandable language such topics as types of specifications, legal documents, the uniform system, the federal specification, how to write a specification, change orders and reproduction methods. There are questions at the end of each chapter, making the book adaptable for classroom use.
Neuhaus + Taylor and PPG.
PPG Solarban® 550-8 Twindow® insulating glass is the skin on all three of these buildings. But they don't all have the same glass merely because they had the same architect.
The projects presented similar problems.
All the buildings were speculative. And all are in the South (two in Atlanta, one in Tampa).
So they all had to have the kind of esthetics that would please the tenants and the kind of economies that would profit the owners. (Especially, economical air conditioning to handle the hot Southern summers.)
PPG Solarban 550-8 Twindow insulating glass proved to be the perfect solution.
It gave the buildings a look architect describes as "the epic esthetic expression of the times its reflectivity, shading coefficient and thermal insulation deliver operating economies sure to become and more valuable as energy be
pensive.
matter what shape your next is taking, there's probably a high-performance glass that can shape up a little better.
that one beautiful glass can together, too.
out more. Write for our book, "Structural Glass Products," or refer

PPG: a Concern for the Future
The Bilco Automatic Fire Vent.

When you need it, it works.

When you don't need it, it still works.

There are two requirements of an automatic fire vent. It must work in an emergency. It must work when there is no emergency. Bilco Automatic Fire Vents do both. Our exclusive patented Thermolatch™ mechanism is foolproof in an emergency. It is equally foolproof at other times, thus preventing the covers from opening inadvertently due to vibrations within the building or high winds (often accompanied by torrential rain). Bilco Vents work to protect a building and its contents all the time. They are gasketed and insulated for complete weathertightness, ruggedly built of 14-gauge steel or 11-gauge aluminum, and each carries our guarantee of proper operation.

Automatic venting, vertically through the roof, is the modern way to prevent catastrophic fire losses in single-story industrial and commercial structures. Our new booklet, “Automatic Fire Venting Guide” makes it easy for you to determine vent size and spacing. It also points out some of the reasons why Bilco Vents offer your clients the soundest possible value in this type of emergency equipment. Value your client can measure in terms of reliability and long, trouble-free service. Eight standard sizes with UL and FM labels. Special sizes to order.

Send for a copy of this new fire venting guide. Answers the "why, how and what" questions about fire venting.

Since 1926. Building our reputation for products that satisfy.

The BILCO Company, Dept. AJ-105, New Haven, Conn. 06505
Manufactured in Canada by: Richards-Wilcox of Canada, Ltd., London, Ontario
AIA Journal, October 1975


Probst, one of the authors of this innovative handbook, pioneered in the plan office environment called the action office; Wodka is a research and design associate at the Herman Miller Research Corp. Since the action office concept was introduced, questions about acoustic control and comfort have arisen, and they aim to help designers and facility managers to achieve a successful acoustic environment.

The booklet is filled with practical information on how to control frustrating and energy-draining noises to achieve both good interoffice communications and acoustical privacy. A good acoustic environment may be judged as successful, the authors say, only when we are no longer aware of it. “It is simply there—like moderate temperature or comfortable light level.”

In a section on the elements and how to control them, there are discussions of voice levels, ceilings, distance, configuration, natural/artificial background, floors and fixed walls. What are the variables? Can they be controlled?

After exploring how sound travels, the authors present a checklist to help the designer or planner determine where the acoustical problems may be. This facility performance checklist is worth the price of the booklet. If there are too many “no” answers, you may be in trouble, but a tally of such “no” replies will point out where the problem is and the direction for corrective action.

Other sections tell how to tune and balance an office for good acoustics and how to treat special problems (the loud voice, the telephone, sound leaks around ends and the so-called “security syndrome” of the person who complains about noise when in reality what he wants is “protective invisibility”).

Also helpful are the glossary of acoustical terms and the list of useful sources.


This book contains a “re-edited” selection of articles that were first published in Architectural Record over the past few years. The articles are grouped into nine chapters and concern such themes as changing patterns of architectural practice; various models of practice (joint venture, interior design, etc.); practice and the law, and project administration and cost control.


Those who are familiar with the 1966 and 1970 editions of this manual know that it is an excellent handbook for any young student who is contemplating a career in architecture. Piper gives the reader a realistic appraisal of the profession, outlining its major responsibilities and opportunities. He gives concrete and good advice on preliminary preparation in

continued on page 54
I suggest that the grant money and donated labor that has been spent up to now might have been better invested in Woodward East by the rehabilitation of two or three buildings. A nearby highrise has been successfully rehabilitated and, with community control, has provided better housing. Given the fortunate circumstance of a viable community group, additional rehabilitated buildings would be well managed. Thus some decent housing would be provided, as well as a nucleus for further gains created.

Joseph Savin, AIA
Southfield, Mich.

I was pleased to see the article on Woodward East in the May issue. The article reports that the National Trust for Historic Preservation gave the community a consultant’s grant of $1,000 “to help assure implementation of the weekend retreat’s design proposals.” In fact, the National Trust awarded a $3,000 matching grant through the consultant service grant program. This funding program is designed to assist organizations such as the Woodward East Project in obtaining the kind of professional advice which often determines the success of an historic preservation project. No funds from this program may be used for actual project implementation. In this case, the grant was used to help pay the cost of coordinating the three-day design retreat.

This is the second grant that the National Trust has awarded Woodward East. In November 1973, a $1,000 matching grant was given to help pay for rehabilitation cost studies for 21 structures in this Detroit neighborhood.

Peter H. Smith
Director, Advisory Services
Office of Preservation Studies
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Washington, D.C.

Detroit’s Woodward East: It was with great interest that I read the article titled “Designing the Renaissance of a Proud but Decayed Neighborhood in Detroit” in the May issue, which featured the efforts of well-meaning architects and planners to improve the deteriorating neighborhood of Woodward East.

What I find so disheartening is the wide gap between the planning hopes of the architects and planners and the realities of the situation. I read of the $26,000 in donated services, the $50,000 in grant money and the application of the best talent available toward revitalizing the neighborhood through better planning. This effort, except as a catharsis and intellectual exercise for the participants, will be futile in terms of results. The planning, for instance, was unrelated to any known financing schemes, either state or federally funded. The economics are such that only massive subsidy can help in a neighborhood largely made up of the poor, the indigent and the dispossessed.

In fact, such a planning exercise might become a disservice to the community. It engenders false hopes and focuses on schemes that have no hope of fruition. Further, the group was in and out in a weekend. Might it not have been better if a community design service had been located in the community with a two or three person staff that worked continuously over a several-year period rather than this deluge of talent that was in and out in a weekend?

Woodward East, at this juncture, must be one of the most carefully studied communities in the country. In the last seven years, countless architects and planners have worked on its physical makeup. Another grant or added donated services aimed at master planning is counterproductive. What is needed is pragmatic planning that deals with day-to-day crisis (like crumbling back porches) and architecture that works within existing private and governmental programs.
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The mystery of jade.
The magnificence of marble.

Vermont Verde
Concrete block gives you many solutions to reduce energy consumption
Low U Values/Mass for Thermal Inertia/Lower Peak Loads for Equipment/
Less Infiltration/
All for surprisingly little cost!

AND WE CAN PROVE THIS BEFORE YOUR NEXT JOB GOES ON THE BOARDS.

Write for your free copy of the first research study of its kind: "New Insights Into Energy Use and Conservation in Structures." Check box in coupon for full information on any of the block insulation methods pictured above.

From studies conducted by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, the National Concrete Masonry Association and the General Services Administration.

Vice President of Marketing
NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION
6845 Elm Street • P.O. Box 135
McLean, Virginia 22101

Please send me your study on concrete masonry and energy usage.

Send details on block insulation methods.

Just send the coupon below.
HIGHLIGHTED BY THE SURROUNDING COMBINATION OF MATERIALS AND TEXTURES, THIS DOORWAY DEMANDED A FULLY CONCEALED DOOR CLOSER. THE LCN 2010 SERIES, CONCEALED IN THE HEAD FRAME, IS REMOVED FROM THE HAZARDS COMMON TO FLOOR CLOSERS. THE 2010 HAS ALL THE ELEMENTS OF SUPERIOR DOOR CONTROL AND IS BUILT FOR YEARS OF TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION WITH LITTLE OR NO MAINTENANCE.

SEE SWEET'S, SEC. 8 OR SEND FOR CATALOG.
First opened in 1929, these busy doors are controlled today by Rixson 25 Series door closers, installed 46 years ago.

Scores of Rixson concealed floor closers here in Chicago's ever-prestigious Riverside Plaza Building, and tens of thousands throughout the world, have provided reliable service, under very demanding conditions, decade after decade. That's economy.

Today's famous 27 Series concealed floor closer
outside lighting. One of the last design elements of any project often is one of the first to be noticed. And if the fixtures and posts are Welsbach, they'll be noticed for the right reasons. Because Welsbach specializes in classic design and craftsmanship, it can transform an old warehouse into a charming assortment of boutique shops or design an entirely new complex. Perk up an aging neighborhood street to look homey and well-cared-for or go ultra-modern from grade to penthouse. Whatever your concept, Welsbach can match the scene perfectly. And you'll like what you see night and day.
You need a lot of brass to take on an job in town.
We've got it!

Got a line on an institutional or commercial job? Going after more residential business? Whether remodeling or new construction, we'd like to join you.

Your American-Standard distributor has a wide selection of beautifully designed fittings—hard-working fittings for homes, stores, offices, factories, schools, hospitals, you name it!

From the prestigious Heritage® line to the most sophisticated institutional fittings, he has all the fittings, fixtures and parts it takes to make every job an American-Standard quality job all the way.

All product names are trademarks of American Standard Inc.
These before-and-after pictures show the actual results of an AATCC Colorfastness to Light Test (Test Method 16E) conducted by Certified Testing Laboratories on a commercially available carpet of Celanese Fortrel PCP producer colored polyester and one of the best commercially available carpets of similar construction made with a leading second generation nylon.

After 1500 hours of exposure to Xenon-Arc lamps (that's more than 18 times the 80-hour industry standard) the carpet of Fortrel PCP showed no evidence of fading or color change. The carpet of nylon, on the other hand, had faded substantially after 1500 hours.

If you'd like to look over these test results—and others—just drop us a line and we'll send you a copy.

Five years ago there wasn't any Fortrel PCP producer colored polyester. If you wanted a fade-resistant carpet, you had to sacrifice something else, like appearance. Now you don't have to sacrifice anything. Because now there's one carpet that resists fading, wearing, staining, soiling, molds, and static.

Just specify Celanese Fortrel PCP.
AFTER YOU DESIGN THE "WHAT"
LET US HELP YOU DESIGN THE "WHERE."

Our staff can begin work on your signage system as early as the building blueprint stage. We start with a survey/analysis: (1) to evaluate the needs of the users of your building and; (2) to determine your requirements for a system that complements the color, textural and spatial themes you have created.

We analyze all exterior and interior traffic routes—parking lots, building approaches, entry ways, hallways, elevators, etc. Plus secondary routes such as connecting corridors, alleys and aisles. We then develop a coordinated signage system for the entire complex.

Once the graphic designs are approved by you and the components specified, we proceed to fabrication and eventual installation.

If you create your own signage graphics—as many architects do—we can join your project at the fabrication phase and follow through from there.

Our design and production capabilities encompass every type of architectural signage: simple vinyl legends; damage-resistant NOMAR fiber-reinforced polyester panels; post and panel assemblies; plaque signage of metals and plastics; metal letters in a complete range of styles, sizes and finishes; and fiber-reinforced polyester monoliths, opaque or illuminated.

The design latitude of these materials is practically unlimited, whether we work from your graphics or ours.

Matthews. For total identification systems. Let us send you our comprehensive catalog. Write to Jas. H. Matthews & Co., 1315 West Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15226.
Du Pont invents a bottomless carpet cushion less than 1/2" thick.
Du Pont has invented a suspension system for people to walk on.

Polyester pneumacel* carpet cushion. It's neither an elastomeric foam nor a felt. Rather, it is billions of inflated cells in fiber form—masses of tiny pneumatic springs. Actually, pneumacel is a new form of matter.

Nothing cushions like pneumacel. It sinks in easily at first, then pushes back as pressure increases. Never fully compresses. Keeps its resilience.

Any carpet over pneumacel feels luxuriously thick underfoot. Pneumacel spreads the load to help prevent crushing of carpet face pile and stretching of its backing. Prolongs useful life of carpet.

**Composition:** Cellular polyethylene terephthalate (polyester) inflated with a fluorinated hydrocarbon and air. Fiber strands are bonded together with a thermoplastic binder.

**Advantages:** Outstanding cushioning together with protective firmness. High ratings as thermal insulator, and as impact-noise reducer. Highly resistant to moisture, mildew, carpet-cleaning chemicals. Unique combination of low flame spread and smoke generation characteristics. Excellent durability.

**Specifications:** Available through selected local dealers in two styles: “Belmeade” (0.30” thick) and “Lansdowne” (0.48” thick). Comes in rolls 72” wide.

Additional information is detailed in Sweet’s Architectural Catalog File, reference 9.29/Du. For samples, see Sweet’s Interior Design File. Or write Du Pont, Pneumacel Marketing, Christina Site, Wilmington, Del. 19898.

*Pneumacel is the generic term for pneumatic cellular polymeric cushioning material.

Specify Du Pont Pneumacel Carpet Cushion
Beauty isn’t anything without it. Practicality and beauty go hand in hand. That’s why, underlying all the beauty of this carpet made of Acrilan® acrylic fiber, is pure practicality. Monsanto believes there is no beauty without practicality, so we’ve engineered the best of both into our carpet fiber.

As for beauty... ours goes way back and deep down. Seventeen years ago, we developed Acrilan for use in deep, dense, luxurious carpeting. And over the years, we’ve made sure it was used that way through our rigid standards program. Acrilan® Plus and Acrilan® 2000+ carpets come in beautiful designs, colors and styles, varied enough to impress any decorator, not to mention your customers and guests. But our beauty isn’t only surface deep. Our fiber has an inner beauty that keeps the outer beauty beautiful. That’s our practicality. And it’s been steadily improving year after year. Today, Acrilan offers the very best in soil and stain resistance, easy cleanability and fade resistance.

In lobbies and entryways where first impressions are important, Acrilan is right at home. Because it’s soil resistant and easy to clean, regular routine vacuuming and periodic shampooing are all that is necessary to assure that the carpet will retain its beauty even after continual use.

In restaurants and bar areas where food and drink spills are common, Acrilan is equally at home. Because it resists stains, most spills blot right up.

In areas where really stubborn stains are a problem, Acrilan 2000+ carpets are the ones to specify. Their extraordinary colorfastness allows the harshest detergents to be used without discoloration of the carpet.

So, to create a good first impression and a good lasting impression too, choose carpeting made of practical Acrilan® acrylic fiber by Monsanto. And keep the beauty beautiful.

Hotel St. Francis, San Francisco, California

Circle 36 on information card
The copper industry’s Decade 80 Solar House demonstrates down-to-earth methods for heating and cooling today’s homes with solar energy.
Copper-based systems in this innovative home collect and store the sun’s heat to provide year-round heating and air conditioning, as well as hot water for domestic and swimming pool use.
Copper solar collectors are an integral part of the Decade 80 roof and basically an extension of the plumbing system of the solar house.
Copper conducts heat more effectively and resists corrosion better than any other material feasible for solar panels.

Water circulating through copper tubes on the roof is heated by the sun and transfers thermal energy to a storage tank for use when required.
The system is built entirely of commercially available components installed with conventional tools and skills.
The Decade 80 Solar House is proof-positive that today’s copper technology is ready with practical ways to harness solar power and relieve peak demands on conventional fuels.
For a free, full-color “guided tour” brochure, mail coupon below to:
Copper Development Association Inc.
405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Send To: Copper Development Association Inc.
405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Please send Decade 80 Solar House brochure to:

Name (PLEASE PRINT—THIS IS YOUR MAILING LABEL) ___________________________
Company ___________________________ Position ___________________________
Street Address ___________________________ ___________________________
City ___________________________ State ___________________________ Zip Code ___________________________
Insurance: How high is up?

As your insurance costs soar, Shand, Morahan invites you to look beyond the major insurer.

Since the announcement of triple-digit premium increases for Professional Liability coverage, many architects and engineers are discovering the advantage of Classic Coverage offered through Shand, Morahan & Company, the nation's second largest underwriter for this type of insurance.

Rather than dictating blanket increases for blanket coverage, we have the time and flexibility to tailor your coverage and premium to your exact exposure.

Classic Coverage is tuned to today's court costs, court decisions and escalating claims and settlements, with limits to $10 million. You can even cover prior acts with new, higher limits. It's a plan in which you can have total confidence.

When do you renew this year? Ask your broker or agent now for the Shand, Morahan & Company bid. It may bring your costs a little closer to earth.

The Classic Coverage.

Shand, Morahan & Company, Inc.
801 Davis Street Evanston, IL 60201 312/866-9010
Cable Shanmor Telex 72-4328
A drink of water now, when the building is new, and for years to come. Haws incorporates this unparalleled product reliability within a smoothly molded receptor of Polymarble. Suit your decorating fancy with Tan, or give some thought to Satin Gray, Yellow Mist, Cerulean Blue, Pistachio Green or White. With any Polymarble fountain you choose, there's luster that lasts, to resist bumps, abrasion, chalking; plus the cleanly swept appearance of recessed bubbler and flush-mounted push-button valve.

Polymarble drinking fountains, part of the Haws experience in reliability since 1909. For full product information and Polymarble Color Selector, contact your nearest Haws Representative or Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710.
Kawneer's Exclusive Panic Guard™ Entrances

CLOSE THE GAP

A retracting aluminum bar closes the gap between doors for the full height of the entrance. When the crash bar is depressed, the bar moves into one door. When the door closes, the astragal bar moves back into place, interlocking the two panic entrances. Panic Guard doesn't require additional mullions or co-ordinating devices for proper operation.

Panic entrances mean better life safety. Paired doors mean smoother traffic flow. But, put the two together and they spell "Security Gap." Through the Gap between the doors burglars or vandals can gain entry by merely inserting a coat hanger or other device and easily tripping the panic bar. Chains solve the security leak, but they are a violation of life safety codes. Removable mullions may make the building secure, but they impair smooth traffic flow and are inconvenient when large objects must be moved through the door.

Panic Guard Entrances close the "Security Gap."

Kawneer's Patented Panic Guard entrance design features a full-length, movable astragal bar that locks into place to provide security. And, when the panic bar is depressed (from the inside only), the astragal bar retracts back into the meeting stile to provide a quick, safe exit. Smoother traffic flow. Life safety. And security. They all add up to Panic Guard entrances.

Panic Guard is a Kawneer exclusive and is available in 190 narrow stile, 350 medium stile and 500 wide stile entrances. Choose from black and bronze hard-color or clear anodized finishes.

KAWNEER ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

And for further information, see your Kawneer representative or contact Kawneer Architectural Products Information, 1105 N. Front Street, Dept. C, Niles, MI 49120.
A Carpet that passes our Delamination Performance test is ready for service in any restaurant or hotel.

Carpets that cover hotel or restaurant floors have to stand up to a steady onslaught of traffic. To make sure that carpets of Dow Badische fibers and yarns can take anything the service personnel—or guests—dish out, we performance-test them in our lab first.

Our Delamination test, for example, employs a rugged stress-strain Instron tester that measures the force required to break the latex bond between the primary structure and secondary backing of a carpet. A high performance is required to assure resistance to separation caused by rolling heavy loads over the carpet. Only carpets that get a high rating pass our inspection.

This is just one of eight tests we put carpets through before they can carry the Dow Badische Performance Certification label in the marketplace. We also test them for tuft bind strength, flammability, static generation, light fastness, compression and abrasion resistance, wearability and appearance retention.

If a restaurant or hotel is on your carpet specifying list, look for carpets that carry the Performance Certification label. You can be sure they are ready for service. Write for our Contract Carpeting Selection and Specifications Guide.

CREATE is a service mark of Dow Badische Company.
announced from page 14

and handicapped persons to public build-
and housing projects.

current efforts, on the part of the pri-
sector, to amend official building
as will also be explored during the
-year conference, bringing together
entsatives from the AIA codes and
ations center, the Building Research
isory Board of the National Research
 and personnel associated with the
artment of Housing and Urban Devel-
ent-sponsored project to revise and
original standards of accessibility.
 Andrew S. Adams, commissioner of the
abilization Services Administration,
 open a panel discussion scheduled for
fternoon, the purpose of which is to
the findings emerging from federally-
ect projects and building code pro-
als to the field of rehabilitation. Panel-
 will include Warren R. Nellis, project
ctor, Building Research Advisory
rd. Charles Gueli, director of commu-
 research, office of policy development
 HUD; Edward Steinfeld, ject director, school of architecture,
ace University, and James Dowling,
director, AIA codes and regulations
center.

Earlier in the day, an additional forum
of exchange will be provided when the
first open meeting of the Center for a
Barrier-Free Environment is scheduled.
The center was incorporated during the
past year as a centralized coordinating
agency to implement the objectives of the
national policy for barrier-free design.
The policy, drafted by participants in a
1974 conference called by the National
Easter Seal Society, AIA and the Presi-
dent’s Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped, has been adopted by the
U.S. Senate as well as more than 150 pub-
lic and private agencies. The meeting,
called by the center’s president, Edward
H. Noakes, AIA, will give conference par-
ticipants an opportunity to learn about
current efforts to eliminate architectural
barriers. Following the papers presented
by the afternoon panelists, he will lead a
discussion to pinpoint specific issues.

Additional information about the con-
ference, which is sponsored by AIA, the
National Center for a Barrier-Free En-
vironment and the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, may be obtained from the
National Easter Seal Society for Crippled
Children and Adults Convention Office,
2023 W. Ogden Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60612.

Erratum

In the article “Survey of Firms Charts
Decline in Employment” in the September
issue (p. 41), the figure given for loss in
personnel in the three months from the
third quarter of 1974 to the end of 1974
should have been 1,217. We regret this
inexplicable error. — Ed.

Tour of Japan

Kenneth M. Nishimoto, AIA, of Pas-
dena, Calif., will conduct the 26th archi-
tecture and garden tour of Japan, Taipei
and Hong Kong this coming spring. The
25-day tour, designed specifically for ar-
chitects and allied professionals and lim-
ited to 20 persons, will leave by air from
Los Angeles on April 10, 1976.

A highlight of the tour will be a visit
to the Katsura Villa and Garden in Kyoto;
visits to numerous other structures of ar-
chitectural importance, such as the Ise
Grand Shrine, and a stay at a native inn.
There will be opportunities as well to dis-
cuss matters of professional concern with
architects in Japan and Hong Kong.

An illustrated brochure is available
from Kenneth M. Nishimoto, AIA, 147
S. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
91101. continued on page 72

GOING ON

Announcing a new low-cost SOLAR ENERGY
COLLECTION SYSTEM
for space heating and hot water production

The Garden Way Sol-R-Tech Heat Collector System may well be the answer
for all your clients who ask about solar heated hot water as well as solar heat
for their homes and businesses.

Our System now makes solar heating a practical reality in most applications
at reasonable cost. If you are contracting for new construction now, you may
“design in” a System to deliver domestic hot water or space heat. In older
buildings, the System may be connected with existing plumbing to provide hot
(tap) water. All components are readily available.

At the System’s heart are our newly-perfected Sol-R-Tech Collectors. By utilizing
modern plastics, surface coatings and a new, exclusive absorber plate, our
collector System is more efficient and more cost-effective than earlier types.

In fact, Dartmouth College, in a report funded by MITRE Corporation, the well-
known research organization, rated our Sol-R-Tech collectors highly efficient
in relation to other commercial panels.

Comprehensive Technical File is Now Available

You can receive a copy of our comprehensive Garden Way Technical File for
$9.00 (which is actually our cost to produce the file). You’ll receive our new
Planning Guide plus the detailed Operations Manual for the System—both offering
the technical installation facts you need to know and we’ll include a copy of the
MITRE Report, free.

Before you talk to another client about solar heating, talk to us. Let us prove
how feasible our System can be in a wide variety of applications. We’ll work
with you by providing design and technical assistance before, during and after
installation.
After
one coat of
VIP Ombrella.

"Ombrella exceeded our expectations. All color imperfections have been blended out and the towers appear to be 10 stories of monolithically poured concrete"

...John P. Fullerton, A.I.A.
Nichols, Fullerton, Py & Vavra.

Now, for the first time, you can waterproof natural concrete or masonry and do away with stains, form marks and patching without streaking or lapping. Simply apply VIP Ombrella semi-opaque.

If your concrete or masonry looks great, protect it with VIP Ombrella clear. You'll be protecting your client, too.

The first semi-opaque coating that waterproofs but won't streak, run or show lap marks. And our clear has 26% solids—the highest in the industry.

VIP Waterproofing Systems
7245 N.W. 43 St., Miami, Fla. 33166 Phone (305) 592-6045
VIP Ombrella—clear and semi-opaque • VIP ter-polymer sealants
VIP ter-polymer coatings—smooth and high-tex
VIP roofing system—the proven liquid-applied roof

Why you should have America's favorite convenience copier.

Thousands of hard-to-please customers now use Bruning's odorless, instant-on, 110-volt PD-80. It's America's most popular engineering convenience copier, for good reason.

Plug in a PD-80 wherever it's handy for your craftsmen. See how it boosts productivity by delivering high quality prints without delays.

Call your local Bruning man for complete information. Or write Bruning, 1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, Ill. 60172.

Midwest Architectural Expansion Opportunity

We are retained by our client, a continuously profitable architectural-Engineering-Planning corporation to seek a corporation partner for further growth.

This twenty-five year old firm located in the Chicago area has an integrate practice providing quality design, engineering, construction and land management services, as well as separate building advisory consulting financial institutions and developers.

With a staff of ten professionals, its practice includes industrial, mun corporate, institutional and multi-family housing clients throughout the west, and its consulting services have a nation-wide and Canadian client base.

We seek professional leadership with similar standards of accomplishment, availability of capital, evidence of continual profitability, management expertise and assured fiscal responsibility. Our client is prepared to move promptly, yet prudently, toward new owner leadership.

If you have an interest to investigate this opportunity, call or write promptly.

James M. Kittleman & Associates, Inc.
Management Consultants
209 So. LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604
312/236-0473

James M. Kittleman, A.I.A., President
J G Furniture Company
Quakertown, Pa. 18951

auditorium seating

Peter Dickinson

Dave Woods

Dickinson/Smith

Dave Woods

J G Furniture Company
Quakertown, Pa. 18951
Sullivan Award Winner

Philip Johnson, FAIA, of New York City, is the recipient of the 1975 Louis Sullivan award for architecture. The award, sponsored by the Bricklayers, Masons & Plasterers International Union of America, and administered by AIA, is given every two years to a practicing U.S. or Canadian architect "whose work is judged to best exemplify the ideals and accomplishments of Louis Sullivan."

The jury chose Johnson from among 51 entrants. Its report stated: "The overall quality of the entries staggered the jury. . . . When our various prejudices, polemics and preconceptions had finally been thoroughly discussed, exhausted and (temporarily) discarded, Johnson's buildings stood, purely and simply, on their own merits as architecture."

Members of the jury were Warren J. Cox, AIA, chairman; Ulrich Franzen, FAIA; Robert B. Marquis, FAIA; Bernard Wood, president of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, and Lucien Roughton, student at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

Federal A/E Conference

The fourth annual A/E federal programs conference will be held in San Francisco on Jan. 29-30, 1976. The conference is sponsored by the Committee on Federal Procurement of A/E Services, of which AIA is a member.

The conference will bring together key federal agency officials, members of Congress, architects and engineers for discussion of such timely topics as the issues of competitive bidding, future federal agency construction budgets, energy conservation, opportunities in the overseas market and the implementation of the new General Services Administration Standard Forms 254 and 255.

Additional information may be obtained from Marshall E. Purnell, co-director of federal agency liaison, AIA headquarters.

Burnham on Pure Air

Back in 1910, Daniel H. Burnham predicted that the "air of the city of the future will be pure." In a speech titled "A City of the Future under Democratic Government" (Transactions of the Town Planning Conference, Oct. 1910, pp. 372-3), he said that smoke would be eliminated "when fuel is properly consumed" and that "all gases freed in manufacturing will ultimately be consumed." With the smoke and gases gone, he said that he couldn’t think of but two things that would pollute the city: construction enterprises and horses on the street.

To purify the air of construction, he suggested: "The refuse must be delivered to wagons through closed shuttes, and the wagons themselves . . . covered with tarpaulins."

He continued: "The use of horses in a great city is near its end, because motor vehicles are becoming very cheap and will soon be more economical, and with the passing of the custom of using horses will end a plague of barbarism which we still live in.

"When this change comes, a real step in civilization will have been taken. With no smoke, no gases, no litter of horses, your air and streets will be clean and pure. . . . The air and streets of our cities of the future will be as clean as our drawing-rooms; and the people living in sweeter conditions should be better citizens, should they not? Thus you see that clean air is an affair of state."

Deaths

William B. Berget, Minneapolis
Earl Bluestein, Tucson, Ariz.
Donald Dodge, Newport, R.I.
George Garties, Cincinnati
Coswell E. Gerrald, Greensboro, N.C.
H. Eldridge Hannaford, Cincinnati
George Irby, Little Rock, Ark.
Roland G. Giddenden, New York, N.Y.
Robert S. Pinkerton, Winter Park, Fla.
Louis E. Plaiss, New Albany, Ind.
Robert W. Schmertz, FAIA, Pittsburgh
Arthur G. Tafel Sr., Louisville, Ky.
Edouard Utudjian, Hon. FAIA, Paris, France
David A. Yerkes, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Newsslines

Arnold G. Gangnes, AIA, of Seattle, has been appointed to the President's Committee on Mental Retardation. He is the first architect to be appointed to the committee in its nine-year history.

In memory of Wallace W. Arendt, AIA, who died early this year, a scholarship program has been established by the Santa Barbara, Calif., firm of Arendt/Mosher/Grant/Pedersen/Phillips at the California Polytechnic State University. Arendt helped establish the firm in 1956.

Every homeowner will welcome a booklet recently developed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development as part of the agency's research into ways to conserve energy supplies. Titled "In the Bank—Or Up the Chimney," the booklet tells the reader how to inventory his home's present energy-saving condition and to determine exactly where excess energy is being expended. Order by stock number 023-000-00297-3 for $1.70 per copy from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Stanford University will phase out its ur dergraduate program in architecture, probably at the end of the 1976-77 school year. The decision was made as "a regrettable step in the financial circumstances of the university."

Harry M. Weese, FAIA, president of the Illinois chapter/AIA, is the recipient of the first "total design award" of the American Society of Interior Designers/Illinois chapter. The award was given in recognition of Weese's "constant respect for the importance of the interrelationship between a building and its interior."

Ronald A. Straka, AIA, architect and a ban designer in Boulder, Colo., was the only architect invited by Governor Richard D. Lamm to participate on an interdisciplinary task force committee to draft a preliminary program design for "Colorado Futures Program." The nine-person task force is working on a goal-setting process for statewide citizen involvement in determining the state's future growth and development.

Edwin F. Jones, AIA, vice president of the Hawaii chapter of the National Association of Building Inspectors, has been appointed to the President's Commission on Consumer Credit.

"The Fire Resistance Design Manual," which contains technical data on a variety of materials, ceiling, beam and roof design assemblies using gypsum products, is available in a new edition. Single copies at no charge will be sent upon request to the Gypsum Association, Suite 1210, 1603 Orrington Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60201.

The Building Officials & Code Administrators International has elected Leo J. Canor, commissioner of building, Richmond, Va., as its president for the 1975-76 term.

A fellowship in honor of the late Robert F. Hastings, FAIA, president of the Institute in 1971, has been established at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign by his colleagues. Until his death in 1973, he headed the Detroit firm of Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates.

The Chicago chapter/AIA has awarded a five-year contract for the publication of an annual "Illinois Architects' Reference Manual." Editor Wilbert R. Hasbrouck, FAIA, says that it will be an "indispensable reference book for nearly 3,000 architects in and around Illinois, as well as for the building industry throughout the state." The 1976 edition will be available in November. □
TCS AND THE VISUALLY SIGNIFICANT ROOF

TCS is stainless steel coated on both sides with a terne alloy of 80% lead and 20% tin.

TCS has no equal among standard architectural metals in resistance to atmospheric corrosion.

TCS solders perfectly without the need for expensive pre-tinning, acid fluxes or neutralizing agents.

TCS weathers naturally to a uniform dark gray and does not stain.

TCS provides galvanic built-in safeguards against failure which no competitive product can match.

TCS is reasonably priced and requires no maintenance.

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA
Faculty Position - Building Technology

The Department of Architecture, University of California Berkeley, is seeking candidates for a faculty position in the area of building technology. The applicant must be able to assume diverse responsibilities of teaching at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels and of administering and conducting research programs. Previous teaching experience, research and professional achievement is essential. The applicant should have had extensive experience in building technology and/or building science and/or building construction. The person selected should be able to relate the issues of building technology to the achievement of architectural objectives in limited resources, pre-fabricated and community organized contexts. It is anticipated that this will be a tenured appointment. Minority and women candidates are encouraged to apply.

Interested persons should contact:
Secretary of the Faculty Search Committee
Department of Architecture
University of California Berkeley, California 94720

for further information and application forms. The final date for filing completed applications is NOVEMBER 1, 1975.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Questions About Your Subscription
To insure fast service on inquiries concerning your AIA JOURNAL subscription, please include the address label from the most recent issue received.

Change of Address
Four weeks' notice required for change of address. Include address label from most recent issue and new address information in space provided below.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION
☐ Please check here if you wish subscription rate information.

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________ Zip ______

MAIL TO: AIA JOURNAL
Circulation Dept.
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

ATTACH LABEL HERE

Circle 48 on information card
One thing you can be sure of in the current energy situation; clients are no longer taking electrical systems for granted. People who pay the bills now are concerned about the potential cost of future operations as well as the cost of installation. That goes for all users and specifiers: government, commercial, industrial, and residential. But you probably already know that.

You also know that electrical systems should be designed to operate as efficiently as possible, because when the time comes to install cable, conduit, and fixtures, it might be too late to save energy. That's why it could be helpful to work with a qualified electrical contractor early in the design stages of a project. Planning an efficient electrical system is a lot easier than trouble-shooting a fuel-waster after construction.

Professional electrical contractors can give you just the support you need. They're familiar with lighting, heating, communications, security, motors, standby and emergency power, automatic controls, and a lot more. You'll be obtaining the benefits of specialized manpower, the latest installation equipment, and professional job-management expertise. Can your clients afford anything less?

Professionalism doesn't cost. It pays.
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NEARLY A MILLION VISITORS WITH AN EYE FOR BEAUTY PROVED CARPETS OF VECTRA WERE RIGHT FOR THE SPOKANE WORLD'S FAIR.

Close to a million visitors walked through the art gallery at the Washington State Pavilion. After a year of scuffling and shuffling, the only things that looked old were the paintings. The Vectra carpet kept its great appearance.

Vectra retains its good strong colors and great performance characteristics through the heaviest of traffic. Its resistance to wear and abrasion in the Standard Tabor Abrasion Test proves its superiority to wool and acrylic by a 3 to 1 ratio. Tests also show it to be superior to nylon in stain resistance, making maintenance simpler, less costly.

Find out why carpets of Vectra are the great masters of durability. It's as easy as mailing the coupon below.

Vectra Corporation
A Subsidiary of Chevron Chemical Company
Odenton, Maryland 21113

Vectra is the Reg. T.M. of the Vectra Corp. for its olefin fiber.

Name __________________________
Company Name _______________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Telephone ____________________

Check one:
☐ Please send me information about carpets of Vectra.
☐ I'd like assistance in writing a carpet specification.
☐ Please call me.

Mail to:
Carpet Specification Dept.
Vectra Corporation, Suite 210
340 Interstate North, Atlanta, Ga. 30339

The SPOKANE, U.S.A.
World's Fair
May-October, 1974

The 50 on information card
Baker’s Bay builders chose steel joists
"for economy and speedy construction."

"Ease" readily describes Baker's Bay Condominium. Set in a relaxing rural atmosphere on the banks of the Delaware River, 144 spacious units provide the utmost in easy living.

Ease of construction—with the help of steel joists—is part of the Baker’s Bay story, too. Open web steel joists support a corrugated metal deck and two-and-a-half inch concrete slab. Morton J. Berman, president of Arthur A Kober Construction Company of Bala Cynwyd, Pa., chose steel joists "because they were the most economical means of construction and allowed for fast construction." Joseph L. Hoffman and Associates were the structural engineers; Richard E. Martin and Associates were the architects.

Steel joists are the practical choice for more reasons than speed and ease. We've gathered together lots of facts on the advantages of using steel joists in all types of construction. Send for our latest edition of Specifications and Load Tables for Open Web Steel Joists, Longspan Joists and Deep Longspan Joists.

*Circle 49 on information card*